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mingling bitterness in the settlement
or heeding the severe words of justice. But if our people tolerate this
course, we shall merely nail the skeleton in the cupboard and our society
will not be based on righteousness
but on indolence.
The church wants not slackness
but settlement; not revenge but
righteousness; not hatred but conciliation.

Hate Cannot Build Peace
Stockholm comes the information that leaders in the
church of Norway have issued a
pamphlet, entitled The Church
and the Transition Period, which
warns against the spirit of hatred and revenge in the coming
peace settlement. It emphasizes the
Church's doctrine of love and forgiveness, yet points out that justice must be meted out to the
guilty war criminals.
The pamphlet declares that
"evil must be punished, not because the spirit of revenge demands it, but because God's righteousness commands it." We quote
further:

F

H
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And again:
Love in this connection means conciliation and forgiveness of our enemies within and without the country. If peace cannot lead to conciliation and forgiveness, the world will
remain frozen in hatred, and trustful
relations between nations will be impossible.
The church demands that the settlement be done lawfully. If our own
people are motivated by passion, we
will merely inaugurate a new era of
violence, and the Nazis' spirit will
triumph because we have become
like them. Everything must be done

There may be a temptation to
evade the issue. It may be said that
we have had enough of death sentences and imprisonment and we
must go back to the good old harmless days, and enjoy freedom without
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in accordance with Norwegian law
and justice.

Basic English Again
and silver are not regularly
present, but are quite common.
L
The strongest silver was in the liver
EAD

and kidney of Pinna Pectinata. We
have no knowledge of the reasons
why the absorption of these metals
takes place by selection in different
animals and different organs. The
body of one man had silver in all
organs, but .two others did not have
any. Lead was present in all three
men, but in different organs. From
this it would seem that these metals
have no function.

That paragraph from an ard.cle
on spectographic analysis of animal tissues is said to be written
in Basic English. It's clear and to
the point. It's neither muddy nor
ugly. It doesn't creak with the
jargon so many writers on science
seem to dote on above anything
else. But in what respect does its
phraseology differ from standard
English? Maybe an author who
doesn't know how to express his
thoughts in language that the
reader can understand without difficulty would say the same things
in big words and cloudy sentences; but is it a foregone conclusion that one must be a Basicite
to the bone In order to achieve
simplicity and directness? Isn't it
likely that Basic English may be-

come a hobble and a crutch?
Won't Basic English tempt writers
to strive with might and main to
adjust themselves to a prescribed
medium and thus cause them to
lose sight of the plain truth that
standard English contains many,
many more simple words than the
Basicites have seen fit to include
in their little catalogue? Furthermore, isn't there grave danger that
some of those who sing hymns of
praise to Basic English may get
the notion that an abbreviated
vocabulary will enable them to
have done with blood, toil, sweat,
and tears when they push their
pencils or peck away at their typewriters?
By the way, do the Basicites
permit the use of the word "typewriter"? Or must one resort to a
description of a typewriter-a description couched in words from
the list made by the apostles of
Basic English?
The man who wrote the paragraph we have quoted succeeded
in making Basic English do his bidding in a praiseworthy way; but
must we conclude from this that
those who refuse to bind themselves body, boots, and breeches to
Basic wouldn't be able to write
about the same subject matter
even more simply, even more
pointedly, and; lest we forget, far
more beautifully? Isn't it specious
reasoning to assume that a few
carefully chosen illustrations of

I
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this or that man's good luck in
the use of Basic English prove
beyond doubt that an emasculated . vocabulary must needs be a
pearl of great price? Isn't it easy
to find in our literature hundreds
of sentences and paragraphs which
show to the n'th degree that the
very opposite is true?

Subsidies
HE

President is meeting strong

T opposition in Congress to his

proposal to subsidize farmers for
their production. In his Food
Message of November 1 Mr. Roosevelt pointed out that subsidies are
nothing new but that in the past
ten months our government has
paid out in subsidies about $8oo,ooo,ooo through the Commodity
Credit Corporation and the Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
These subsidies represented the
difference between what consumers paid and what producers received for food products, and they
have especially kept down the
consumers' price of meat and butter. The President wants to extend the subsidies to other agricultural products in order to increase production without increasing the cost to the consumer.
Subsidies by the government
are not new in the history of our
country. However, prior to the
depression of the 3o's, subsidies
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were paid by the government to
encourage construction projects,
such as the building of railroads
and ships. To this type of government subsidizing the American
sentiment has been generally favorable. Of late the American people have also become quite reconciled to government subsidy of
business enterprises when private
credit was not available and bankruptcy unavoidable.
The opposition to subsidies to
producers comes from different
schools of thought. Some hold that
government subsidies are mere
schemes of taking inevitable costs
from the shoulders of one class
and saddling them on others. Another school regards subsidies as
devices used to conceal the fact
that the cost of war must result
in lower standards of consumption and living. Still others regard subsidies as an inevitable
concomitant of inflation which
they believe inseparable from war.
Whatever we may think of subsidies, it is obvious that they are
a form of inflation which will
work hardships on certain classes,
and that in the final analysis subsidies raise the taxes for everybody.

Ambitious Icelanders
Iceland lies on the
edge of the Arctic Circle, it
is situated on a natural hot-plate,
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heated by volcanic springs and
underground streams of hot water. In Reykjavik many homes and
buildings are heated simply by
piping this hot water into them.
The Icelanders are planning .to
use this hot water for commercial
purposes after the war, namely,
for the raising of fruits and vegetables in huge hothouses. Last
year they shipped eighty tons of
hothouse tomatoes as an experiment. A young Icelander, Halldor
Jonsson, is now in St. Louis, learning in Shaw's Gardens how to
grow fruits and vegetables under
glass and also investigating the
possibilities of hydroponics, the
process of cultivating plants in water without using any soil. There
is no doubt that small Iceland, if
it can carry out its food growing
program, will contribute materially to the great postwar problem
of world-feeding.

Hallowed Ground
thoughts pass through
the Bible reader's mind when
he scans the daily papers and notes
the names of some of the islands
in the Mediterranean and Aegean
seas which are now playing most
significant roles in the present
war, islands such as Crete, Malta,
Cos, Samos, and Mytilene. Malta
recently sprang into the limelight

M
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when it was reported that Winston Churchill and President Roosevelt had visited it. The President stopped there in December
and presented to the people of
the island an illuminated scroll
which reads in part:
Malta's bright story of human fortitude and courage will be read by
posterity with wonder and gratitude
through all the ages.
What was done in this island maintains all the highest traditions of gallant men and women who from the
beginning of time have lived and
died to preserve civilization for all
mankind.

Every American should be happy to know that the President on
his historic journey thought not
only of the welfare of the great
powers bU:t also of this courageous
little group on Malta who for
three years have been bombarded
by Axis planes but refused to surrender.
This same island was visited almost nineteen centuries ago by a
stranger more distinguished than
our President. The great apostle
Paul came to this hospitable island after the ship on which he
was being taken to Rome had
foundered near the beach and the
crew as well as the prisoners on
the ship swam to shore for safety.
St. Paul and those with him were
graciously received by the people
and the governor of the island.
St. Paul did not give these peo-
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pie a citation, but he performed
acts of mercy and brought them
the Gospel of the crucified Christ.
The reader will find the harrowing story of St. Paul's journey from
Caesarea to Malta in the Book of
Acts (chapter 27) .
Other islands referred to in the
daily papers recently are Cos, Samos, and Mytilene, which the Nazis are holding and at the present
moment reinforcing in view of
the uncertainty of Turkey's intentions. Also these islands play
a part in the missionary activities
of St. Paul. St. Luke tells us (Acts
20: 14-15) : "So when he (Paul)
met us at Assos, we took him on
board and went on to Mitylene.
Sailing from there, we arrived off
Chios on the following day. On
the next we crossed to Samos."
Teachers of Bible classes who
are interpreting to their students
the journeys of St. Paul will do
well to follow the events in the
Mediterranean world and connect
them with events in the life of the
great apostle.

Attention, Dictators!
HOMAS MASARYK once said that

T dictators always look good un-

til the last five minutes. It is easy
to picture Benito Mussolini looking exceptionally good to himself
even during the final seconds of
his long one-man rule in Italy,
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and some consider it probable that
he will continue to look good to
himself until the day of his death.
Do men of his stripe ever devote
any time at all to self-examination and introspection? If Mussolini has any inclination or any
ability to reflect on his past and
his present in the light of sober
judgment, will he not realize to
some extent how adequate and
how bitter the retribution is which
is being meted out to him now?
Let other dictators consider the
plight of M ussolini. Let Francisco
Franco, who has wallowed in the
blood of his fellow-citizens andrecently sent a note of congratulation to the Japanese government
of the Philippines, think of what
has happened to the Italian martinet who helped him become oneman ruler of Spain. This is what
J. R. Glorney Bolton wrote in
The ,Central European Observer
about Mussolini's lot:
Today Mussolini has the freedom
of a condemned man. Had the carabinieri shot him while the paratroops
were making their bold assault upon
his hotel-prison, Mussolini would
have had his slight claim to martyrdom. Had the Badoglio Government
handed him to the Allies there would
have been whisperings of Napoleon's
ill-treatment at Saint Helena. But
Hitler has awarded Mussolini a punishment beyond the dreams of his
enemies. The former Duce has openly become Italy's traitor. He knows
that the Fascist regime was hated

6
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from one end of the Peninsula to
What the full outcome of these
the other. He knows that the fraudu- significant meetings will be no
lent acquisitions of the Fascist lead- one can say at this time. Though
ers-and notably those of Ciano, his some of the decisions arrived at
son-in-law-were revealed to his anhave been made public, such as
gry countrymen. He knows, therefore, that there is no free or willing agreements to crush Germany and
response, except among his hench- Japan and· to effect a world ormen, to the creation of a Fascist Re- ganization of the four mightiest
public. Mussolini's liberation was a powers of the United Nations, the
victory only for Hitler. It had an military plans are known only to
immediate effect upon the Govern- . those entrusted with the prosecu·
mental leaders in Sofia, Bucharest,
tion of the war on the various
Budapest and elsewhere, and it battlefronts throughout the world.
served Hitler's purpose that MussoWhat is of the utmost imporlini should reveal himself as the most tance with reference to the Prescontemptible of all Hitler's Quisident's journey "to meet the other
lings. Mussolini's address to the Italians a few days later merely empha- fellow" is that the President does
sised his puppet status and his in- not believe in any kind of separatism and isolationism. This war
ability to express the Italian mind.

Meet the Other Fellow
"1fT's always a good thing to meet
Jl the other fellow," President
Roosevelt said to a reporter before he left on the historic journey
which took him to Cairo, where
he conferred with Generalissimo
Chiang Kai-shek, to Teheran in
Iran, where he exchanged views
with Premier Stalin, and again to
Cairo, where he consulted with
President Ismet Inonu of Turkey.
Too numerous to mention are
other distinguished individuals,
representing in particular China,
Russia, Great Britain, and Turkey whom the President met on
this journey.

cannot be won unless the leaders
of the United Nations are ready
to meet, to confer, and to put into
execution a program of concerted
thought and action. It is nothing short of a fatal error still to
think of a Western and an Eastern Hemisphere as though these ·
were two sharply defined areas of
our planet separated by an artificial barrier like the Chinese wall
or by what seemed natural barriers, as the Atlantic and Pacific
oceans. If our country wishes to
preserve and improve its interests
and to take a leading part in
world affairs, it will have to henceforth "meet the other fellow."
Isolationism is a dead issue now,
while the war is still going on.
But after the war we must expect

I
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that an intense nationalistic spirit
will again threaten to isolate our
country from the rest of the
world.

Children Fight Productive
War
and Hour Administrator Metcalfe Walling, of the
United States Labor Department,
called attention to what he considered a serious situation today.
Speaking before the convention of
the American Federation of Labor
recently, Mr. Walling stated that
about one million more boys and
girls between the age of 14 and 17
were at work in April of last year
than would have been employed
except for the war. The number
of employment and age certificates
for these children has doubled annually since 1940. While at first
industry drew largely on 16- and
17-year-olds, it is now reaching
down into the 14- and 15-year
level.
Mr. Wailing presented figures
showing a large number of minors
illegally employed. Of the 4,567 of
these minors employed in violation of the child labor provisions
in 1943, 18 per cent were under 14
years of age and 58 per cent were
14 or 15 years old. The number of
establishments found guilty of violating child labor laws increased

W
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in 1943 33 per cent over 1942 and
197 per cent over 1941.
The following significant statement of Mr. Walling deserves the
consideration of every thinking
American: "At the present time,
of course, we are less concerned
about the threat to the older
worker and the stability of family
income which child labor normally presents, but we cannot ignore
the fact that stunted minds and
stunted bodies are being fostered
and that educational opportunities for our young people are
being ignored. Not only do we
want strong bodies in our future
America, but also we want good
citizens who have been educated
to a sense of their civic responsibilities and who have been given
the tools with which to carry out
those responsibilities. We cannot
look with complacency on what is
happening to our young people."

An Open Letter to Roger
W. Babson
My dear Mr. Babson:
A parishioner of mine who is
also a client of yours followed
your directions and gave me your
special letter of December 6, 1943,
in which you express your views
op "Religious Habits vs. Religious
Creeds." Permit me a few words of
comment.

8
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You state "I believe the old
creeds must be radically revised.
. . . I am appealing for the oldtime religious habits-not for the
old theology or dogma-on a sane
realistic basis. . . ." You do not
state what you mean by "the old
creeds" or "the old theology or
dogma." If you mean what commonly has been meant by those
who have used such language,
then I take it that you are throwing into the discard the great basic
truths of Christianity such as the
inspiration of the Scriptures, the
human and the divine nature of
Jesus, the salvation of men
through the shed blood of Christ,
the resurrection of our Lord, and
the teachings of the Bible concerning heaven and hell. These
have always been the central
truths in Christian theology, as
you can see from such ecumenical
creeds as the Apostolic and the
Nicene.
If these are the truths you want
to throw out, then it would seem
to me as though you are trailing
behind considerably in your religious thinking. Some years ago, it
is true, it was the fashion in certain theological circles to treat
such distinctive Christian truths
as though they were but myths
which the modern intelligentsia
could no longer be asked to accept. It will interest you to know,.
I am sure, that this trend has
been definitely reversed, as you

may gather from the reading of
such books as Borchert's The
Original Christ, James Stewart's
A Man in Christ, and even from
such best-selling volumes of historical fiction as The Robe and
The Apostle, to say nothing about
other present-day theological literature which indicates the trend
back to the great Biblical truths
which deal with the subjects of
sin and grace.
Frankly, I am also amazed at
your suggestion to throw out the
"old theology" and yet retain the
"old religious habits." You must
have written your letter in a hurry, else one who must think as
clearly and analyze as carefully as
your profession requires of you
must have become aware of the
fact that the behavior of men is
determined by the very princi pies
which they hold. If men are to
behave in a Christian way and
from Christian motives, they must
necessarily believe in the truths
and principles of the Christian
religion, for Christian living flows
out of Christian faith. Should you,
perchance, be arguing merely for
the retention of a moral code and
a system of ethics, then you ought
to realize that you no longer have
a religion but at best only a moral
philosophy.
You seem also to contradict
yourself in your letter. Much of
what you write depicts moral and
spiritual decline. You also state,
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however, "I am ready to admit
that the world is going ahead."
Perhaps you put that in because
you did not want anyone to think
of you as an old fossil. Men of
advanced years sometimes are very
sensitive on that point. Perhaps
you were also confused in your
thinking, inasmuch as you identified mere development in the
sphere of material production
with actual human progress. Tell
me, honestly, would you say that
humanity has made progress because it has learned to make more
effective instruments of death in
quantities so vast as to stagger
human imagination? Surely a man
of your maturity must know that
the progress or retrogression of
the world is determined, if not
exclusively, then certainly primarily, by the quality of its inner
moral and spiritual life. How,
then, can you say in effect, "We

are losing the moral and spiritual
values of yesterday," and still,
"The world is going ahead"?
Please don't take it amiss if I
suggest that you in the future be
satisfied to provide your client
and my parishioner with statistical
information and financial counsel
which you no doubt are qualified
to give, and that in the meanwhile
you allow those of us whose task
it is to guide immortal souls to do
our job according to the requirements of plain and simple Bible
truths. Such an arrangement, you
may be sure, will be better for
your client, will preserve him
from needless confusion, and will
give less publicity to your theological deficiencies. It is a fact that a
great statistician may be a very
poor theol?gian.
Yours without malice,
JoHN SMITH

"Democracy is the progress of all through all, under
the leadership of the best and wisest."
-GIUsEPPE MAZZINI,

((Duties of Man"

"The most dangerous enemy to truth and freedom
amongst us is the compact majority."
-HENRIK IBSEN

The

PILGRIM
"All the trumpets sounded for him on the
other side."
-PILGRIM'S PROGRESS

B Y

0.

Incident on State Street
happened on State Street in
Chicago two days before Christmas, but I am not sure that I can
tell it exactly as it occurred. . . .
I was standing on a corner listening to "Silent Night, Holy Night"
roar from the loud speakers, when
a man and a boy came across the
street. ... The man was very old
and as they approached the sidewalk the boy took his arm to help
him up the curb . . . . For a moment they stood beside me looking in bewilderment at the crowds
eddying around us. . . . The boy
.tugged at the old man's hand:
"Look, Grandpa, perhaps we can
find something over there." . . .
My eyes followed his pointing
hand to a five and ten cent store.
... The old man nodded but did
not move, and the boy looked at
him expectantly. . . . I reached
down and touched the boy's
shoulder: "Are you looking for
anything special? Perhaps I can
help." .
. The boy shook his

I
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head helplessly: "Grandpa has
been looking for somebody since
nine o'clock this morning, but I
don't know who . . . . We just
keep going into stores, then we
go out into the street and hear
the music, and then we go into
another store. Grandpa won't tell
me who he's looking for." ...
We stood staring out into the
crowded stree.t .... "Silent Night,
Holy Night" was coming to an
end. . . . I could see that the old
man was listening, oblivious to
everything else. . . . He turned to
the boy: "Come on, Bobby, we
must go before it gets dark." ...
As he turned I caught a glimpse
of his eyes, haunted and sunken,
staring beyond State Street at
something I could not see. . . .
He took the boy's hand and
started up the street.... I watched
them dodging between people until I lost them in the gathering
darkness. . . . The loud speaker
was playing "0 Come, All Ye
Faithful." ... That's all there is
10
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to the story-except that as they
disappeared the boy turned once
more and said over his shoulder:
"1\faybe we won't ever find-" ...
I really should dismiss the incident from my mind. . . . It is
probably very commonplace . . . .
1ust the bewilderment of an old
man and a small boy in a great
city.... Somehow, however, there
is something about it which I have
been unable to forget so easily.
... Like a jigsaw with one piece
missing.... Or rather, like a tall
building on a winter night with
the top floors dark and invisible.
... As so often, however, nothing
is really missing. . . . Whenever
we come upon some of the seemingly frayed edges and loose ends
of life the trouble lies not in the
pattern itself, but in our eyes....
Everything is in its proper place,
but parts are hidden and the tapestry is still on the loom wrong
side out. . . .
So, perhaps, it was with the old
man and the little boy.... They
might have been, for all I know,
visitors from Nazareth.... They
looked a little like people who
would never be at home in 1erusalem or in Chicago. . . . In any
case, they will remain a memory
of Christmas 1943, the momentary, concrete symbol of all the
little people of the world who are
seeking something which they cannot find without help .... Their

11

quest, the invitation "0 Come,
All Ye Faithful," and the waiting
Child make a story which has been
valid and true these many years.
. .. It is still good and important
for 1944. . . .
And so into the New Year....
During the past .few days the air
has been full of vast and vague
predictions concerning 1944. . . .
It will be, say the voices of the
prophets, a year of decision, of
death, of victory, of history, and
of the emergence of things to
come. . .. Probably true. . . . It
will be a year of big things and
great events, I know .... On New
Year's Eve I went down to the
church for the last service of 1943.
... Not many people were there.
. . . Most of them left before the
hoi y Communion began. . . .
Those of us who remained in
the quiet church as the old year
waned heard from the altar the
marching petitions: "Hallowed be
Thy name. Thy Kingdom come.
Thy will be done." ... Suddenly
the frayed edges and loose ends
disappeared. . . . The N arne, the
Kingdom, the Will-this was the
eternal pattern for 1944.... This
was the quiet, insistent plea for
the bigger things in history and
beyond history. . . . These alone
would finally make 1944 significant. . . . And happy are we if
we would but seek them and do
them. . . .
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Staff's End
New York Times brings a
quotation from Donald Cuiross Peattie in An Almanac for
Moderns.:

T

HE

There is no telling of the beauty of
snow crystals; one look is worth all
words, and no comparisons are adequate-not even the tracery of a rose
window, or altar lace on which old
women have worn away needlenumbed fingers and a lifetime of fading sight. But there is one charm
which the snowflake possesses that is
denied to most crystals and above
all to that emperor of them all, the
carbon crystal or diamond, and that
is that it is evanescent. Nothing in
this world is really precious until we
know that it will soon be gone. The
lily, the starry daffodil, the regal iris
(and these, too, are built upon a
symmetry of six) -are the lovelier for
their imminent vanishing. The snow
crystal has but touched the earth ere
it begins to die.

There is nothing new in the
observation that the moments of
passing and ending hold a curious fascination for the human
heart. ... Just here lies the charm
of dusk, of New Year's Eve, of
midnight, of the last meeting of
friends .... We look at a moment
in our lives and its beauty becomes poignant as we say to ourselves: "This is mine. It is a moment I have snatched from time,
but in another moment, an hour,
a day, it will no longer be mine.
My memory may recreate it, even

romanticize it, but it will never
be mine again as it is now." ...
We can make either beauty or
despair out of that. . . . Here is
perhaps one of the great differences between the life of sense
and the life of faith .... The first
must always be a going away from
things. . . . Life is parting rather
than meeting.... Great anticipation always becomes lower realization and fading memory. . . .
A life of faith, however, is a going toward things. . . . An upward path. . . . A journey in
which hope is always more important than memory. . . . And
1944 better than 1943, and so on.
One of the minor by-products
of the war, at least for those of us
who live in the Middle-West, is
the fact that our time zone has
moved an hour ahead. . . . It is
now exactly 7:15 a. m. and the
first streaks of grey appear over
the housetops to the East. . . .
Strange that we, who were so concerned with pushing the night
back with lights, now see not only
the beginning of darkness on late
winter afternoons but also its end
on early winter mornings. . . .
Somehow a lighted lamp in the
morning, at least at seven o'clock,
is an incongruous thing. . . . At
night, until about 2:oo a. m., it
seems to be right and proper, a
necessary part of the total picture, but in the morning it is
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the last evidence of something
that is almost gone, a vestigial remainder of the hours of darkness.
. . . If we can fuse the mood of
night with the energy of morning
something worth while ought to
come of it....
The first volume of Santayana's
Persons and Places arrives. . . .
We are informed that it reached
America from Europe through devious channels. . . . Since it records the early development of a
great and cosmopolitan mind, it
was well worth every effort. . . .
Through an unusual combination
of blood and circumstances, Mr.
Santayana spent a part of his
childhood in Boston. . . . His description of the dying cultural
center of America in the Nineties
is the most interesting to an American, although many graduates of
Harvard will wince over his acid
erching of that institution at the
end of the last century. . . . Mr.
Santayana has never been very
close to historic Christianity except in his appreciation of the
aesthetic beauty of its liturgy....
In his early years, however, he
wandered into some Boston
churches, particularly the Roman
Catholic, where the music of the
Mass satisfied his artisti,c hunger.
... He sums up the final result of
the decay of historic Christianity
which began in New England and
spread over the land like a plague:
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If later I was taken to some Unitarian Church, it didn't matter. It
seemed a little ridiculous, all those
good people in their Sunday clothes,
so demure, so conscious of one another, not needing in the least to pray
or to be prayed for, nor inclined to
sing, but liking to flock together once
a week, as people in Spain flock to
the pasea~ and glad to hear a sermon
like the leading article in some superior newspaper, calculated to confirm
the conviction already in them that
their bourgeois virtues were quite
sufficient and that perhaps in time
poor backward races and nations
might be led to acquire them.

Theology in the University
OR several years THE CRESSET
F has
repeatedly reported on the
educational developments at the
University of Chicago under its
independent president, Mr. Robert M. Hutchins. . .. Probably
one of the most significant phenomena in recent years. . . . A
straw in the changing wind of our
intellectual climate. . . . Two or
three years ago THE CRESSET, in
commenting on Mr. Hutchins'
position, predicted that metaphysics as a unifying and integrating
discipline in the life of the mind
would be only a way station toward a more satisfactory solution.
... That prophecy has come true.
. . . Two months ago, on the oc-
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casion of the introduction of the
Federated Theological faculties
into the structure of the U niversity, Mr. Hutchins took the second necessary step. . . . The full
weight and significance of his
words can be ·appreciated only if
we remember the arrogant secularism which controlled the thinking of American campuses for the
past three decades. . . : Here is a
new voice in the wilderness. . . .
The wilderness is still with us,
but it is no longer silent.... Before the assembled faculties of the
University Mr. Hutchins said:
Theology goes beyond all the other
disciplines. Revelation is not, as Averroes thought, a means which God employed to get in touch with men too
ignorant and weak of mind to find
him out for themselves. Theology exceeds all other disciplines because
God reveals what the wisest man does
not know and can never learn-or
at best can see but dimly and remotely-God's being and man's destiny. If
this were not so, theology would add
nothing to the rest of knowledge in
the university. Natural theology,
which is a part of philosophy, would
represent the ultimate boundary of

our attempt to understand God and
his works.
The theologian pursues his studies
in the context of all natural knowledge. Everything which any other
part of the university knows is valuable to him. Without a university he
is under the obligation to master all
the sciences himself. Since he cannot
do this, he is likely to relapse into
indifference to them and teach his
subject as though it were a complete
and finished museum piece. In this
view the closer the connection between the theological school and the
university the better it will be for
the theological school.
And the better it will be for the
university. Theology and the theological school are at the apex of the
university and its studies because they
seek to supply the answers to the ultimate questions about the most fundamental matters with which the university is concerned. Metaphysics and natural theology deal with these questions, too. But intellectual history
reveals nothing so clearly as -their inadequacy for the task. The· existence
and nature of God, the character and
destiny of the human soul, and the
salvation of man are problems which
remain obscure in the light of natural
reason.

"They are never alone that are accompanied with
noble thoughts."
-SIR PHILIP SIDNEY

-. J- - - -- - ----- -

A survey of time and its uses

On the Passing of Time
R. T. Du BRAu

IME,

view of the foregoing we haven't
had the heart to consult the philosophers for their divergent. definitions of Time, the measurable
but intangible.
There is no doubt that the
concept of time embodies the elements of a starting point and a
goal, progress, succession, and
change. Indeed, variableness is a
constant concomitant of time,
about the only thing that can be
called constant where time is concerned. Seneca said, "Time is the
only treasure wherein avarice is a
virtue."
In the characterization of what
we call Time we like that French
proverb best which declares,
"Time is this. that God works by
the minute."

the indefinable, moves in-

T to our circle of meditation as

1944 marches over the horizon.
That one-way street called Time
leads us to review man's futile attempt to define its elusive qualities. The ancient chronos of the
classic Greek originally meant
"time of life," life's span, which
allotted to us must divide our lives
into years, months, days, hours,
minutes, and seconds. It appears
that no two dictionaries or encyclopedias can agree on a definition
of time. There we have, e.g., "the
continuity of events as experienced by us as past, present, and
future," "the beginning and end
of all things," "continuous or successive existence," "a definite portion of duration," "indefinite
duration," "a system of reckoning
or measuring duration," and we
even have time defined as "the
continuity of mental experience."
This list can be prolonged without difficulty. Einstein's theories
have greatly modified the philosophic conception of time. But in

Time's Yardstick
HE

Romans invented the ex-

T pressions "calendae" and "calendarium," measurements of time,
but the calendar as such is much
older. Time is not everywhere the
same. We write 1944. The Jews,
15
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allegedly counting their years
from the creation of the world,
write 5704. The Chinese are next
in line with their present year of
4641 from the foundation of the
Celestial Empire. The Japanese
write 2604. The Hegira, Mohammed's flight from Mecca to Medina, marks the beginning of the
Mohammedan era so that the Moslems are writing 1362 this year.
The old, almost legendary Byzantine calendar numbers the present
year as 7453· Were the Mayans
still counting years they would
enter the year 2557 on August 6.
The ancient calendars were but
little less efficient than our present
calendar. In the second century
B.C. the Egyptian calendar from
the month of Thooth to Mesoree
was equated to the Macedonian
calendar beginning with Dios as
the first month and ending in
Huperberetaios. The equation has
been so carefully made that it is
comparatively easy to determine
the exact dates of the papyri.
The much-discussed calendar
reform was nothing new in antiquity. In 1921, at Antium on the
coast below Rome, there were
discovered the remains of the
only calendar thus far known that
dates prior to the calendar reform
made by Julius Caesar. Dates and
concurrent festivals were painted
in black and red on a white wall,
still a custom with most calendar
makers. The year was one of thir- ·

teen months. The name of the
extra month, of twenty-seven days
duration, was Merkedonius. It
came at the end of the year, was
intercalated in alternate years
when four or five days were taken
from February to insure accuracy.
time is no simple
matter. This year, being divisible by four, is a leap year, i.e.,
an extra day has to be inserted
between February 28 and March
1. Strictly speaking, the year measures 365 days, five hours, and 49
minutes. For the sake of convenience we borrow from the future
and add eleven minutes, thus making the year 365~ days long. In
this manner we get an extra day
every four years. However, in
order to pay back those eleven
minutes we omit leap year every
hundredth year, so that the year
1900, 2000, etc., are not leap years.
Yet with all this cautious figuring
the problem is not completely
solved. It is necessary to have a
leap year each fourth centuria!
year after all to square matters.
That's as close as we can come to
exactness, for with this arrangement of our present Gregorian
Calendar the borrowing and paying back balances so closely that
we borrow more than we pay back
to the extent of only one day in
3866 years. This need leave us
little cause for worry and is a
system devoutly to be wished for
MEASURING
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the manipulation of the national
debt.
Julius Caesar introduced his
(Julian) calendar in 46 B.C.
Every fourth year he added one
day. However, on account of the
aforementioned eleven minutes
the calendar was ten days behind
time in 1582. This led to the calendar reform of Gregory XIII, establishing the present system as
outlined above. The Protestant
nations were slow to adopt this
reckoning; it took until 1700 for
most of Protestant Europe to count
the years according to Gregory.
England fell in line in 1752, and
Russia held out until 192 3·
The Jewish calendar, based as
it is upon the lunar year, has to
rectify matters by having seven
leap years in each nineteen years.
A Jewish leap year has from 383
to 385 days. The Mohammedan
calendar, also using lunar years of
354 days each, has eleven leap
years every thirty years. To be a
Christian has its compensation
even in so outward a matter as the
calendar.
The Christian writes 1944 A.D.
It is remarkable how few people
know what A.D. stands for. The
two letters are an abbreviation of
Anno Domini, meaning "in the
year of our Lord." The Christian
world declares thereby that it
counts time by the rising upon
this dark world of the Sun of
Righteousness, Jesus, the Christ.
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The Christian era places all history into relation with the birth
of Christ. Battles were fought before He came, kingdoms rose, and
kingdoms fell before and after His
birth. His birth is the all-important event, the center of all things;
the nations of this world, their
place in the sun, their future
upon the seas, are all of minor
importance. Christ is all in all.
Christians go still further in
their reckoning of time. They
arrange each year with reference
to the life of Jesus. The Christian
year does not begin with the first
of January, but rather with the
four weeks' preparation for the
celebration of the birth of our
Saviour, the season of Advent.
Highlights of the Christian church
year are Christmas, the Epiphany,
Lent, Easter, Ascension, Pentecost,
and the Trinity cycle.

The Manufacture of Time
is popularly believed that we
get our time from the sun.
This is not quite true. The sun is
not a reliable timekeeper. Sometimes in the year the sun is fully
fifteen minutes slow, at other
times it is fast. But since our daily
affairs are governed by the sun,
which takes fully twenty-four
hours to go around from noon to
noon, we set our watches by the
sun as nearly as possible. In reality
we are setting our watches by an
imaginary sun, a sort of average

I
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sun that does not vary with the
seasons. What we call sun time
actually comes from the stars; it
is star time accommodated to the
sun.
The star clock is always correct
and never runs down. The stars
rise four minutes earlier from
night to night. A star which came
over the horizon at nine o'clock
tonight, will rise at four minutes
to nine tomorrow night; it will
rise at eight two weeks from tonight. When we get our time from
the radio or via the telephone, we
get it from a master-clock which is
in agreement with a clock at an
observatory. The observatory
clock has been set by comparison
with the master-clock of them all,
the great star clock. Astronomers
read the time from the stars, and
then change it to sun time. The
constellations also announce the
four seasons. When the Sickle of
Leo appears in the East in the
early evening, we know that
spring is near. The Northern
Cross rises when summer comes.
The square of Pegasus foretells
the approach of autumn, and
brilliant Orion prepares us for the
crystal nights of winter.

Time Lost and Found Again
noon,
M tinually liketraveling

is conaround
the earth, crossing all the meridians in succession. At every crossing
it begins another day at that meIDNIGHT,

ridian. If it is Monday at any
crossing, it will be Tuesday when
it gets around the next time. So
there must be a meridian where
Monday changes to Tuesday and
where every day changes into the
following day. This meridian has
been established by international
agreement in the middle of the
Pacific Ocean where it makes little
difference whether in transit we
gain a day, or lose it. It is known
as the International Date Line.
There are two well-known instances in history that illustrate
the confusion which would result
by disregarding the date line. In
1522, when Magellan's Victoria ..
only survivor of the circumnavigation, returned to Spain, all the
way home the men were discussing a strange thing. By the ship's
records and by their own they had
gone ashore at Cape Verde on
Wednesday, July g. But ashore it
was Thursday, July 10. Surely,
Pigafetta would know. He had
kept a record of every day. And
his diary for that day was dated,
"Wednesday, July g."
All the way to Seville they
wrangled and debated. "We could
not persuade ourselves that we
were mistaken," Pigafetta wrote
after he had reached Spain. "I
was more surprised than the
others, since I had every day, .
without intermission, written
down the day that was current.
But we were afterward advised
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that there was no error on our
part, since, as we had always sailed
toward the west, following the
course of the sun, and had returned to the same place, we must
have gained twenty-four hours."
The other instance was one in
American history when the question of Saturday or Sunday entered into an international transaction. The problem arose when
the Americans met the Russians
to negotiate the purchase of Alaska. The Russians, having reached
the territory by traveling east,
found that when we were to take
possession it was Sunday for the
Russians and only Saturday for
the Americans, since the Americans had come from the east traveling westward. The question was
whether under the Stars and
Stripes the Alaskans celebrating
the festivals of the Greek Church
should follow the Russian or the
American reckoning. Director
Struve of the Pulkowa Observatory ruled in favor of the American reckoning.
It is fortunate that time and
astronomy are entirely impartial
in the matter of days and seasons,
of "Sabbaths and new moons";
for what endless confusion would
have ensued had the Alaskans
been fanatically insistent on the
particular number of the day,
whether it was the seventh or the
first I
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Our Allotted Time
duties leave us time
enough, if our passions
would but ·s pare us," Everett declaimed. When a man is born into
the world, God gives him some of
that created time within the limits
of which He orders and disposes
the events of history. He measures
time to each human being. Man's
birth hour and death bed are
matters of His forethought and
prearrangement, though unknown
to man himself. He shortens life
and prolongs it, a fact that precludes a fatalistic acceptance of
this fact. He usually sets the clock
of our life for about seventy years
and delivers the key to the angel
of the Resurrection. You can hear
the tick-tock of this clock by putting your hand to your chest.
Death alone can stop the rhythmic
swing of its pendulum.
An ancient proverb goes, "Five
years a child, ten years a lad,
twenty years a youth, thirty years
a man, forty years well done, fifty
years standstill, sixty years age
begins, seventy years hoary, eighty
years snow white, ninety years
children's butt, one hundred years
grace of God."
The great Napoleon knew the
value of time. vVhen his officers
reported, he would comm~nd
them, "Be brief, Gentlemen, every
second is precious." He aptly characterized the difference between
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France and Austria, when he said,
"I know the value of five minutes,
and the Austrians don't." The
Austrians were still caught napping in March, 1938, when the
hungry German maw usurped
little Austria and stopped the
light Vienna smile. On June 14,
18oo, Napoleon's officers counseled retreat at Marengo. But
Buonaparte drew his watch with
the words, "It is only four o'clock.
We still have time to win a second
battle." By nightfall, the French
were victorious.

The Salutary Use of Time
time is the
mark of a wellarranged man. Waste, disastrous
everywhere, is doubly so when
time is wasted. Lady Sigourney
wrote with much remorse, "Lost,
yesterday, somewhere between
sunrise and sunset, two golden
hours, each set with sixty diamorid
minutes. No reward is offered, for
they are gone forever." Take care
of the minutes, and the hours will
take care of themselves. The Italian philosopher said that time was
his estate; an estate indeed, which
will produce nothing without cultivation, but which will always
abundantly repay the labor of
industry and satisfy the most extensive desire if no part be suffered to lie waste by negligence, to
be overrun with noxious plants, or
ELL-ARRANGED

W surest

laid out for show rather than use.
The Holy Scriptures have something to say of time's many uses.
They know of years of weakness
and sorrow, but also of recompense, rest, and release. There are
years of jubilee, the acceptable
year of the Lord, and the year of
the Lord's redeemed. There are
years of probation, forbearance,
and revival. The refrain sings
loudly: Give back some of that
time to God who gave it to you
for service to Him and your
neighbor.
There is that one day in seven
which is redeemed to us by our
religion from the calls of life,
which affords us all time enough
for the improvement of our rational and immortal natures.
To have no time for worship
is a self-deception. There are
5,840 waking hours in the year.
Only four hours a year would be
required to pray the Lord's
Prayer daily, although we do not
advocate a mechanical routine.
The reading and contemplation
of ten Bible verses daily need take
no more than ten hours from the
year's total. All the church services
of the year combined seldom total
more than 75 hours annually,
which leaves 5,751 hours for ourselves. No time?
The passing of time forces itself
upon our consciousness and
brings forth these varied but true
thoughts. It is to be feared that
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he who "has no time," rather has
no eternity. To have a good time,
it is necessary to have a good eternity. These are the lessons from
the passing of time, for, when all
is said and done, the words which

Isaac Watts sang in 1719 A.D.
ring true to this day:
Time, like an ever-rolling stream,
Bears all its sons away;
They fly forgotten as a dream
Dies at the opening day.

New Year's Resolutions-A Year Later
Here are the beautiful ideals of yesteryear
In silver-penciled pointings at the vacuum in my past,
In sickened, hopeless challenge at the happiness I missedAn accusation, as my conscience strives-and fails.
And yet-could be that Hope has built once more an altar pure
Where I may kneel and promise yet again
Fulfilment of those dreams that once were real,
Encouraged by the strength that God has sent?
I cannot stay to grovel in the dustI must rise up to build my dreams anew:
Till sometime, from the labor and the prayer,
Those cherished dreams, with God's help, will come true.
-DOROTHY MEYER

I
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BY-PRODUCTS OF THE WAR
To what extent will the
American
life of the future
•
be affected by the fact that when
the war is over millions of Americans will have spent long periods
of time in foreign lands? If current plans for occupation and rehabilitation are carried out, it
will be years before some of them
come home. \Viii they then bring
back from their long contact with
conditions and people of other
lands ideas and ideals that will
be of value to us in this country?
Of course, not all of those who
spend much time abroad will be
appreciably affected in any way.
Some · will hardly get out of their
own military groups, and when
they do they will see little that is
worth while or that is distinctive
of the lands in which they are.
Others, who have better oppor-

tunities, will nevertheless, for one
reason or another, be quite impervious to anything that might
influence them. They will be like
those travelers whom we have all
met who have nothing to report
from their travels but names of
towns and buildings that they
have visited and possibly a list of
things that they have eaten and
drunk.
But in addition to such as these
there will no doubt be many
thoughtful and receptive Americans who will be sensitive to what
is going on about them. Is it too
much to hope that they will bring
back with them insights of value
to our national life and that there
will be enough such thoughtful
ones to make those insights effective among our people? I am not
thinking here, let me hasten to
shout, of new ways of prospect-
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ing for oil or of cooking brussels
sprouts or of other material "improvements." We can manage
very well with what we have of
such things. It might even be to
our advantage to ship some more
of what we have to the Hottentots
or the Solomon Islanders or some
other of our lend-lease clients.
But there are immaterial goods
of which we could profitably use
large imports because we are sad1y lacking in them - goods in
which other nations are rich and
we most lamentably poor. Among
the most important of these is
discipline and, closely allied to
it, respect for law and order. We
hold the unenviable distinction
of being the most criminal nation
in the wqrld. This is partly because, as former Chief Justice
Taft said, "the administration of
criminal law in the United States
is a disgrace to civilization," and
partly because standards of discipline in our homes and schools
and in the country at large are
falling lower and lower. In this,
as well as in other respects, we
are going the way of France.
What a boon to our country if
our returning soldiers came back
impressed with the vital importance of discipline and respect for
properly constituted authority
and if they were able to drive
home to the American people as
a whole the insight that they
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have gained. It would matter little whether they gained it from
the British, from the Germans,
or from the Russians. All these
are far ahead of us on that score.

DEPLORABLE CONDITIONS
Evidences of the spint of lawlessness that is eating away at
foundations of our social fabric are visible everywhere. A
great war is supposed to bind together a nation in unity of purpose and in social solidarity as
nothing else can. Then, if ever,
men can be expected to rise superior to considerations of personal
interest and to think first of the
common welfare. How is America
measuring up in this respect at
the present time?
Millions are making every sac'rifice in their power and are showing themselves worthy of the best
traditions of the past. But other
millions seem determined to serve
themselves, regardless of what it
may mean to the nation. How
else could there be an average of
ten strikes a day, some of them
directly imperiling the war effort and the national security?
Whether the blame in a given instance is to be apportioned to
the employers or the employees
or is to be divided between them
-in any case private interest is
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permitted to stand in the way of
public advantage.
Again, what widespread disregard, or rather contempt, there is
of government regulations on rationing and the like! The government itself is largely to blame. It
has abetted evasion of law in various ways. It has, for instance,
helped to bring black markets into being and to keep them in existence by letting it be known two
weeks before meat rationing went
into effect that refrigerated lockers would not be inspected. Such
lockers have ever since been one
of the mainstays of the black market, but nothing is done about it.
Penalties assessed for violations
have often been such as to encourage, rather than deter, violators. The people would have stood
behind the authorities if they had
insisted on strict enforcement of
the laws and on severe penalties
for violation. They would have
welcomed effective machinery to
outlaw all strikes for the duration
and to enforce compulsory arbitration of all wage disputes. But
the government has temporized
and shifted ground and blown
now hot and now cold.
If this is the best we can do
under the spur of war, what of
the future? The peril inherent in
democracy is that the common
welfare will more and more be
sacrificed on the altar of individ-

ualism, that preoccupation with
personal rights and privileges will
increasingly lead to forgetfulness
of public duties. When this process goes far enough, a democracy
becomes decadent, is no longer
viable, and disintegrates.
Indeed, our returning soldiers
could bring back no more valuable gift to the nation, when they
return from foreign shores, than
a new spirit of discipline and respect for law and order, a new
ideal of public service, and a new
devotion to the common weal.

NEW YEAR THOUGHTS
ON THE WAR
The President for the third
~consecutive year proclaimed
January first a National Day of
Prayer. His words are worthy of
thoughtful consideration:

£

At the end of the year 1943, which
has not only made manifest the devotion and courage of our nation's sons,
but has also crowned their efforts with
brilliant success on every battlefront,
it is fitting that we set aside a day of
prayer to give thanks to the Almighty
God for His constant providence over
us in every hour of national peace
and national peril.
At the beginning of the new year
1944, which now lies before us, it is
fitting that we pray to be preserved
from false pride of accomplishment
and from wilful neglect of the last
measure of public and private sacri-
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£ice necessary to attain final victory
and peace. May we humbly seek
strength and guidance for the problems of widening warfare and for the
responsibilities of increasing victory.
May we find in the infinite mercy of
the God of our Fathers some measure
of comfort for the personal anxieties
of separation and anguish of bereavement.

ill
THE DANGER OF FALSE
PRIDE
~ It strikes us as very fitting
~that Mr. Roosevelt should
emphasize the peril that lies in
"false pride of accomplishment."
We seem to have detected a note
of this in connection with past
reports on the success of our war
effort thus far. Our chief executive's suggestion that we pray to
be preserved from this evil recalls
to mind Rudyard Kipling's solemn words in his "Recessional."
They certainly are worth remembering and taking to heart:
If, drunk with sight of power, we
loose
Wild tongues that have not Thee
in awe,
Such boasting as the Gentiles use,
Or lesser breeds without the law:
Lord God of hosts, be with us yet,
Lest we forget, lest we forget.

For heathen heart that puts
In reeking tube and iron
All valiant dust that builds
And guarding, calls not
guard.

her trust
shard;
on dust,
Thee to
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For frantic boast and foolish word,
Thy mercy on Thy people, Lord.

Mr. Roosevelt's reference to the
comfort we should seek in the
mercy of God "for the personal
anxieties of separation and anguish of bereavement" is also
very timely. The year 1944 will
bring even more separations than
the past years of the war because
of the ever-increasing number of
men and women who will go
overseas, and as we approach the
zero hour of the conflict in both
hemispheres the casualty lists will
lengthen. We know we are in a
war, but in 1944 we shall learn
to know still more what it means
to be in a war. And the Word of
God and prayer will have to sustain our hearts if we are to bear
up under the crushing burden.
But what shall we pray for on
behalf of our absent sons and
daughters, husbands, brothers,
and sisters? That they may do
their duty well? That they may
bring no shame to our country's
cause? That God may lead them
to victory? That they may return
home safely? Yes, all these things
we may pray for if we remember
always the provision "according
to Thy will." And we may and
should pray for something that
is even more important for the
individual for whom we raise our
hands and bend our knees in
prayer.
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We are reminded of the prayer
of one of our American mothers
for her son during the last war.
She said: "I never prayed that
God would bring him safely
through; my constant prayer was
that God would keep him safe in
temptation." This mother in her
prayer put her finger on the important thing, the basic net=; d. For
was it not for this very thing that
Our Lord prayed on behalf of
His disciples prior to His leaving
them, when He said to His Father: "I pray not that Thou
shouldest take them out of the
world, but that Thou shouldest
keep them from the evil"?

TRUE VALUES
~It is fitting that we should at
~ this time-the beginning of a

new year-remind ourselves of the
necessity of putting first things
first. The materialism of our age
has influenced our sense of values.

Insignificant and unimportant
matters loom altogether too large
on our horizon. Our men and
women at the front have found
that out and are finding it out
every day. We must learn the lesson as a nation, learn to understand and appreciate those values
that are eternal. Then we shall not
go to pieces when the grim realities of life crowd in upon us.
Otherwise we fall under the condemnation expressed by T. S.
Eliot in the memorable words:
Go, said the bird, for the leaves were
full of children,
Hidden excitedly, containing laughter.
Go, go, go, said the bird: human kind
Cannot bear very much reality.

Our Lord warned against this
false evaluation of things when
He said what He did about not
being afraid of them "that kill
the body, but are not able to kill
the soul," but rather fearing "him
who is able to destroy both soul
and body in hell."

ru
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AND MUSIC MAKERS
Music and Machines
BY WALTER

1\
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Let's talk about music which
has been inspired by mechanical contrivances. If we were in a
facetious mood, we could discuss
the weal, the woe, and the singing
of Olympia, the beautiful live doll
in Jacques Offenbach's The Tales
of Hoffmann. Then we could become serious and deal at some
length with the forging scene and
the dragon in Richard Wagner's
Siegfried. But let's overlook opera.
The mere mention of Olympia
reminds us of a delightful little
piano composition by the Hungarian composer, Eduard Poldini.
Its title is "The Waltzing Doll."
You've heard it dozens of times,
I'm sure. Some musicians have
brushed it aside as a thimbleful of
clever but unimportant writing;
others look upon it as a beautiful
gem. Fannie Bloomfield Zeisler,
a great pianist, didn't disdain to
include it now and then in her

A. HANSEN

programs. Fritz Kreisler has transcribed it for the violin. The melodies of "The Waltzing Doll" are
brimful of charming simplicity.
They sing and dance for joy; but
would it be safe to say that they
would, of necessity, remind you of
a waltzing doll if you didn't know
the title of the piece? Couldn't the
composer have used those same
tunes to conjure up an entirely
different picture in the listener's
mind?
Waltzing dolls are toys. Therefore we should dwell for a moment
or two on Josef Haydn's Toy
Symphony, which is scored for
two violins, one bullfiddle, and an
assortment of toy instruments. A
cuckoo pipe sounds C and G; you
hear the call of a quail in F; a
nightingale whistle has its shrill
and playful say; and a toy drum, a
toy trumpet, a rattle, and a triangle contribute effects that are as
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pleasing to grown-ups as they are the story of the canon with which
to children. The Toy Symphony the great composer toasted the
is chockful of superb craftsman- metronome and its inventor at a
ship. No mere dabbler in the art farewell dinner. Biographers tell
of composition could have written us that Beethoven used the theme
a work of this kind. Some critics of that little round, called ({Ta~
may tell you that it's inferior . in ta~ Zieber Malzel/' in the second
value to Haydn's Clock Sympho- movement of his Eighth Symphony~· but listen carefully and often
ny. Consequently, you and I into both works before making up variably recognize the ticking of a
your mind as to their comparative metronome when we listen to the
worth. Maybe you'll find it diffi- Allegretto of the Eighth. Would
cult, if not impossible, to prefer we have the same thought if we
the one to the other. Bear in mind, had never heard the tale of the
however, that the Clock Sympho- canon which graced the dinner in
ny gets its name from a figure honor of Malzel?
employed in the slow movement.
Otherwise the composition has, so Spinning Wheels
far as we know, nothing whatever
f\ Now let's turn to spinning
to do with a clock.
•. wheels. Marguerite, you know,
·We could mention Victor Her- plies her spinning wheel in
bert's "March of the Toys," from Charles' Gounod's Faust while
Babes in Toyland; but, since singing the beautiful ballad, "The
we've decided to close our eyes to King of Thule," and there's a
opera for the present, we must be lively whirring of wheels in the
consistent and rule out operettas spinning chorus which occurs in
with equal sternness.
the second act of Wagner's The
By the way, do you know Theo- Flying Dutchman. But hold on!
dore Leschetizky's piano compo- Haven't we decided not to considsition, "The Top"? It's fascinat- er opera in our discussion of music
ing, and it requires nimble fingers. .which is based on mechanical
I suppose it's correct to say that contrivances? Besides, you see the
clocks and metronomes are first spinning wheels when you attend
cousins. At any rate, Johann performances of Faust and The
Nepomuk Malzel, who invented Flying Dutchman. But let's not
the metronome, undoubtedly got bar plays. Otherwise it would be
his inspiration from a clock. This necessary to disregard a mastermechanically minded gentleman fully scored entr'acte in Gabriel
was a friend of Ludwig van Bee- Faure's incidental music to Maurthoven, and you've probably heard ice Maeterlinck's Pelleas et Meli·
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Sande. Here the able Frenchman
succeeded in giving a wonderfully
vivid suggestion of a spinning
wheel. He was too great an artist,
mind you, to imagine for a single
moment that his music could actually imitate the machine.
Listen to Franz Liszt's admirable transcription for the piano of
the "Spinning Chorus" from Wagner's The Flying Dutchman. Is it
an exact imitation? No. It's deftly
devised suggestion; and you'll find
cleverly made suggestions of a
spinning wheel in Mendelssohn's
"Spinning Song," from the Songs
Without Words} in a little piano
composition by Joachim Raff, and
in a beautiful piece for the piano
by Sigismond Stojowski.
Don't overlook Omphale's Spinning Wheel} by Camille SaintSaens. · Here the orchestration
abounds in the subtle magic of
suggestion. Mighty Hercules,
taunted by Omphale's slave girls,
presides groaningly, carelessly,
and clumsily at the distaff.
Locomotives are much larger
and far noisier than spinning
wheels; yet they, too, have had
their say in music. One could, I
suppose, compile an interesting
catalogue of compositions in
which tunesmiths of mediocre or
execrable ability have attempted
to imitate the chug-chug-chug of
an iron horse and have tried, with
much greater success, to give reasonably accurate reproductions of

I
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the bell and the whistle. But do
we want to load our discussion
with a consideration of such
works? Let's talk about a tone
poem with which symphony orchestras regaled, or bored, their
audiences again and again a few
years ago. In fact, they almost
played it into an early grave. Yes,
it's Arthur Honegger's famous, or
infamous, Pacific 2 3 I. Perhaps
you've heard it or read about it.
Li'teral-minded commentators
used to say with the compressed
assurance characteristic of a rooster's crow that it was an ingeniously scored jumble of more or less
realistic sound effects; critics who
let excessive enthusiasm for novelties and modern trends play havoc
with good judgment pronounced
it a great masterpiece. The years
have not dealt in a kindly manner with Pacific 2JI; but the composition still stirs many a heated
debate. It continues to lead a
hectic life in books, articles, and
lectures. Now and then it bobs up
again on concert programs.
Well, what are you and I going
to say about Honegger's Pacific
2JI? Before expressing ariy opinions of our own as to the composer's intention, let's read what
he himself says on the title page
of the score:
That
portray
tion of
but the

which I have endeavored to
in Pacific is not any imitathe noises of the locomotive,
translation into music of the
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visual impression made by, and physical sensation of it. It sets forth the
objective contemplation: the quiet
breathing of the machine in repose,
its effort in starting, then the gradual
increase of speed, leading from the
lyric to the pathetic condition of a
train of 300 tons hurling itself
through the dead of night at a speed
of 120 miles per hour.
As subject I have chosen the type
of locomotive, Pacific No. 231, for
heavy trains that are of great speed.

Did Honegger succeed in setting forth the "visual impression"
made by the iron horse? Was he
able to give tonal expression to
its "physical sensation"? Listen to
the work and judge for yourself.
An Iron Foundry
l\ Alexander Mossoloff is the fa•. ther of a monstrosity named
"Iron Foundry," from a Symphony of Machines; but many believe
that Honegger is the grandfather
of the misbegotten composition.
At any rate, the work strives to
suggest in orchestral tone the
grinding wheels, the pounding
hammers, and all the ear-splitting
noises of a huge foundry. Listeners have a right to expect a brainchild of this type to be full of din.
They hear exactly what they expect to hear; but they conclude,
I'm sure, that the noise would be
a little more endurable if Mosoloff
had used a greater amount of
melodic oil to lubricate the machinery in the foundry.

A curious abomination called
"Dnieper Water Power Station,"
by one Meytuss, is a blood relative of Mossoloff's "Iron Foundry." Why, pray, would a composer even try to depict, let alone
suggest, the building of a mighty
water power station? Is it possible
for anyone, no matter how agile
his brain, to write music pertaining to scaffolding, massive foundations, the blasting of rocks, and
the pouring of concrete? Why
overwork the patient percussion
instruments? Why torture the
other members of the orchestral
family? Have a heart, Comrade
Meytussl
Serge Prokofieff's Le Pas d' Acier
(The Age of Steel), which has to
do with the progress in industrial
life in the U.S.S.R., is far more
important than the two works by
Mossoloff and Meytuss; but it
doesn't present Prokofieff at his
best.
Fountains are mechanical devices. You'll find scores of them in
music. Have you heard Maurice
Ravel's piano composition named
"Jeux d'Eau"? It's beautiful, it's
silvery, and it's difficult. Don't try
to play "Jeux d'Eau" unless your
technic is as broad as it's long.
There's far more pleasure in listening to a performan<..e of the
piece by, let's say, Claudio Arrau,
the able pianist from Chile.
Have you heard "The Fountain
of Arethusa," from Karol Szyman-
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owski's . Myths for violin and
piano? It's unforgettably impressive. The s1:1ggestion of the play
of silvery water is a joy to the ear.
Read Shelley's "Arethusa" either
before or after you listen to the
exquisitely wrought composition.
Don't overlook Ottorino Respighi's The Fountains of Rome,
and don't fail to pay close attention to what the composer himself
wrote about the four tone poems
that make up the suite. Respighi
declared that he had
endeavored to give expression to the
sentilpents and visions suggested to
him by four of Rome's fountains,
contemplated at the hour in which
their character is most in harmony
with the surrounding landscape or
in which their beauty appears most
impressive to the observer.

He appended explanatory notes
and told in some detail just what
he tried to suggest; but there's no
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straining for effects in the music.
There's no attempt to force the
orchestra to accomplish the impossible. Respighi was a sensitive
artist-an artist who knew that
music has bounds which no composer should overstep.
We could speak for a long time
about music boxes; but after
merely mentioning a delicate little
piano piece from the pen of Anato! Liadoff and referring for only
an instant to the adroit imitations
of music boxes in Ferde Grofe's
Grand Canyon Suite and in Erno
Dohminyi's Variations on a Nursery Tune, for Pianoforte and Orchestra, op. 2 51 let's conclude our
present discussion by agreeing
heart and soul that it's far easier
to suggest devices of this kind in
music than to call forth images or
visions of most other mechanical
contrivances. Music boxes, you
see, are music boxes.

RECENT RECORDIN· GS
METROPOLITAN REVIVALS WITH ENRICO
CARUSO AND OPERATIC ENSEMBLES.

The great Caruso lifts his voice on
every disc; the other artists are
Marcella Sembrich, Luisa Tetrazzini, Geraldine Farrar, Frieda Hempel, Frances Alda, Louise Homer,
Antonio Scotti, Pasquale Amato,
Marcel J ournet, and a few lesser lights. Although the recording
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is not on a par with what engineers
are accomplishing today, it is good
enough to give you many a thrill.
The operatic excerpts are from
Donizetti's Lucia, Verdi's Masked
Ball, Verdi's Rigaletto, Puccini's
La Boheme, Flotow's Martha,
Verdi's I Lombardi, Gounod's
Faust, and Saint-Saens' Samson and
Delilah. Victor Album 953. $10.50.
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Book-of-the-Month

boy is ashamed and proud as he considers his shiftless, impetious family.
Many of the Tussie tribe are on
relief. Grandpa, as head of the family and director of the family votes,
has a considerable nuisance value in
the politics of the county and consequently carries home bulging sacks of
relief grub. Proudly he asserts his inalienable rights: "B-gad, the relief
grub is free and we'll get it .... Just
as well have . it as the other feller. I
wouldn't feel at home unless I got
it. Been a-getting it ten years and
I'll get it ten more if I can. That's
the way I feel." The picture of the
triumphant queue at the relief office
is one of the most remarkable scenes
in the book.
Generous pride, often salutary,
often misplaced, is perhaps the chief
clue to the Tussie psychology. The
first of Vittie's money is laid out on
"pretty furniture" for a rented sixteen-room mansion. "It's the best
house I ever lived in," said Grandma. ''I'll never forget a-living in this
mansion." And they admit kinfolks
under their roof until the bubble
bursts. Evicted from this house, they

TAPS FOR PRIVATE TUSSlE. By
Jesse Stuart. Illustrated by Thomas
Benton. E. P. Dutton and Company, New York. 1943. 303 pages.
$2.75.
~PS

T of

FOR PRIVATE TUSSlE, recipient
the 1943 Thomas Jefferson
Southern Award, and Book-of-theMonth-Club selection for December,
is a rollicking tale of a six-months'
stretch in the lives of a Kentucky
mountain family. The burial of Kim
Tussie launches his kinfolks on a
spending spree of insurance and emotion; his resurrection saves the survivors from the aftermath.
The narrator is Sid, a winning
youngster of fourteen, who observes
his only parents, Grandpa and Grandma, avoiding the Law, managing the
family economy, and square-dancing
all night; his Uncle Mott and his
grand-uncle George courting the widow, Aunt Vittie, with banjo and fiddle; and Tussies up to a total of 46
rejoicing for a spell in a rented mansion's box springs and modern plumbing. Both sensitive and plucky, the
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Christ in Stone
Christ really walked on earth. The great story of His Incarnation is followed by an impressive array of stories in the
Gospel which show Him moving about among the children
of men and coming very near to them in their problems of
every day living.
The painters of the ages have turned themselves to the
problem of showing Him in the warm tones of grace and love.
They have portrayed Him as a lovely child, a graceful youth,
a patient sufferer. The sculptors, particularly the nameless
band that worked on the great cathedrals of West and Central
Europe, have taken Him to be the majestic, mighty Ruler, the
Great Judge, the Christ enthroned. That was the theology of
the Cathedral Age. All the grace and love and mercy which is
today associated directly with the Saviour was at that time
applied almost exclusively to the Virgin. In the statues of
Mary great tenderness and sweetness is the regular and expected thing, while the Saviour is shown high up and far
removed. Theology builds churches and even cuts its own
statues.
It is all the more amazing, therefore, to find the Beau Dieu
of Amiens and the Blessing Christ of Chartres. (Pictures 7,
6, 5 and 4). At Amiens this gracious Christ is given the place
of highest honor on the ccn ter pillar of the main portal and
at Chartres He guards the center portal of the south transept.
Somewhere, in the heart of the XIII century, there were
still men who loved Him deeply enough and had read the
Gospels clearly to make Him the Son whom God sent because
He loved the world.

Head of the Enthroned Christ from the Tympanon at Chartres

The Tympanon at Chartres (West Front), Showing Christ Enthroned

The Tympanon at Chartres (South Portal), Showing Christ with Mary and St. John

-

The Christ of
Blessing at Chartres

The Christ of the Coronation at Chartres

The Beau Dieu
ofAmiens

- The Head of the Beau Dieu of Amiens
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spend the last of the insurance money on a parcel of land. This move results in the loss of the last of their
Government aid, but Grandpa feels
that the price is not too great: "Our
land, our home .... Good water, land
and timber. And we own it! Glory!"
Uncle George takes pride in his fiddling, Uncle Mott in his shooting,
and all are proud of their ability to
beat their luck. But not one of the
men is willing to labor for wages or
do any sort of routine work; in the
face of such demands most of them
sink to appalling meanness.
This novel is marred by the author's uncertainty of intention; farce
and sympathetic description tend .t o
alternate rather than blend. The writing is unequal; the farce sometimes
wears thin, and the sympathetic passages occasionally, as in the case of
Sid's school experiences, approach the
banality of the case history. The main
element of the plot, Kim's "death"
·and reappearance, is a mere device.
Thomas Benton's illustrations are
wisely left in a sketchy state so that
they serve as a running emphasis on
the facts of mountain life without
usurping the function of the text.
ALICE R. BENSEN.

A Best Seller
UNDER COVER. By John Roy Carl-

son. Books, Inc. Distributed by E.
P. Dutton & Co., Inc., New York.
1943. 544 pages. Illustrated. $3.50.
is necessary to state with icecold
certainty and redhot emphasis that
Under Cover is brimful of utterly undistinguished writing. As a result, a
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sensitive reader finds the going somewhat toilsome. The Greek-born Armenian investigator and under-cover
agent who uses the pen name John
Roy Carlson deserves no award whatever for skill as a stylist. Perhaps
he reasoned as follows: "I have unearthed much invaluable material and
have ferreted out important f::c.cts. I
must mention many persons by name,
give dozens of dates, specify numerous places, and talk about various adventures and experiences I have had.
What I have to say will speak for itself even though my book may turn
out to be a bulky catalogue."
Under Cover has been a best seller
for months in spite of the dryness and
the cumbersome quality of its style.
Walter Winchell has been "plugging"
it on the air and in his column, and
when Walter Winchell "plugs" a
book, thousands of those who listen
to his radio program and read what
he writes will buy or borrow that
book. Many of them may not peruse
it from cover to cover; but that will
not prevent them from thinking and
saying that they either own or have
borrowed one of the important volumes of recent months. If the accusations made in Under Cover are correct, their verdict is correct.
No loyal citizen of the United States
will wittingly shield spies, saboteurs,
or traitors. He will look upon such
persons as dangerous enemies and
will do all he can to assist the duly
constituted agencies of law and order in giving them a fair trial and
putting an end to their attempts to
do harm to our land. If Mr. Carlson
has given undeniable reports as to
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the men and women whom he accuses our land to work diligently and in
of aiding and abetting the cause of various ways to bring about our downthe Axis, you and I have a right to fall. Under Cover mentions many
demand that steps be taken to re- names, dates, and places; but the aumove the danger. Furthermore, it is thor states at the outset that the book
our duty to insist that such measures is not so much an expose of the work of
be resorted to without delay. If the alien Nazi or Fascist agents as it is, ultimate! y, a warning to America of those
men and women against whom Mr.
Carlson had leveled his accusations factors which have led to the developare sure that they have not been ment of a nativist, nationalist, American Nazi or American Fascist movement
guilty of traitorous words and deeds, which, like a spearhead, is poised to stab
they have a right to sue him for one at Democracy.
of the worst types of libel. If they are
A warning of that kind is always
innocent, they cannot afford to let in place and can never be too emthe charges stand.
phatic; but one has every right to
Some of the men and women men- look with disgust upon some of the
tioned in Under Cover have been methods employed by the author of
tried and found guilty; others no
Under Cover to get information.
doubt are being watched carefully Should one stoop even temporarily
and ceaselessly.
to tooting into the Axis horn in orThe writer of this review can der to uncover the ·sinister designs,
neither prove nor disprove every purposes, and activities of Axis agents
statement made by Mr. Carlson. Con- and sympathizers?
sequently, he will mention no names,
no dates, no places, and no adven- Twisted Soul
tures. He has read that the author of
Under Cover has been investigated, N 0 N E B U T T H 'E L 0 N E L Y
HE A R T. By Richard Llewellyn.
is being investigated, and will be inThe Macmillan Company, New
vestigated; but he knows nothing
York. 1943. 444 pages. $2.75.
whatever about the actual or probable results of such investigations. He
EEP within his narrow, twisted,
is sure, however, that the book is
and frustrated little soul nineteenloaded with dynamite and that the year-old Ernest Verdun Mott knew
dynamite will explode violently in that "there was something wrong with
Mr. Carlson's face if anyone ever Him, but there seemed to be nothproves that the accusations are found- ing He could do about it.'', Because
ed on falsehood.
his drunken, philandering father It is certain that the Axis is trying
who had "rolled up" at Verdun-had
its best to undermine our morale and been an artist, Ernie, too, tried his
to defeat us in this war. Therefore hand at painting.
we may take for granted that our He would have given anything if only
enemies have attempted to prevail He could have got that there bleeding
upon more than one individual in crayon to do what He wanted it to,
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something proper smashing. But never
mind how hard He tried, that there
crayon in His hand never done what He
wanted it to, nor never did, nor He
never see where He went wrong, nor
how to shove it straight.
Everything seemed to be against
Ernie. The product of the mean
streets of a London slum, he was lonely, shabby, pathetically inarticulate,
and always a little afraid. He loved
his mother; but he was never quite
easy with her. "It was funny how He
could feel things so easy and yet not
know how to put His tongue on it."
Ernie wanted a nigger-brown suit
with stripes and "a bit of nicker" in
his pockets; he wanted to be rid of
his pimples; more than anything else
he wanted to be admired by the lovely "bride" Ada.
Ada was a proper bramah, a smasher,
a right one, growed in the garden ....
But you could hardly rush about getting off with brides when you knew your
dial was like a pepper pot.
Eventually Ernie did meet Ada and
in doing so changed the entire pattern of his life. He lost his job. Puzzled and frightened, he wandered
into a new world-a world of thieves,
rogues, and murderers. Overnight
meek little Ernie became The Smasher
and an important member of a wellorganized ring of gangsters. His new
title gave him a sense of tremendous
power-a sense of power which remained with him when his mother
died in prison and when he knew
that he would never see Ada again.
He was his own boss and He would
do what He liked. He was going to be
alright, lonely or not, on His own or
with somebody else, going with Ada or
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not, it never mattered .... He see it so
plain He wondered why He never see
it before. All He had to do was sling
that jack. Sling it hard and sling it
often, and pick up His money. Then
He could dress His self proper and get
a car for His self, and look the part, so
as no bride, posh or not, would scream
if He tried to chat her. Look the part,
that was all He had to do. No bride was
ever going to argue with the Smasher.
He was going to be alright.
Written in a cockney dialect which
seems harsh and ugly to alien ears,
None But the Lonely Heart has none
of the moving beauty of the lucid,
singing prose which characterized
Richard Llewellyn's distinguished first
novel, How Green Was My Valley.
None But the Lonely Heart is no
song of green valleys and happy families. It is a bleak and powerful
drama of pain and futility, a masterful characterization of unhappy human beings who grope and stumble
along dark and devious paths.

Ambassador's Lady
HUI-LAN KOO (Madame Wellington Koo): An Autobiography, as
told to Mary Van Rensselaer Thayer. Dial Press, New York. 1943.
$3.00.
HIS

delightful autobiography dif-

T fers from the more frequent type

of diplomatic memoirs in that Madame Koo is less concerned with
thumbnaiFsketches, anecdotes, and political apologetics than with describing a way of life. It was the elegant
life, one of finely wrought furniture,
clothes, jewels; of exquisite flowers
and precise cookery; of ceremonious
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customs punctiliously followed; and,
among many, at least, of those who
led it, it was a life of fine and gracious thought.
The little girl who was named Huilan-"Hui, meteor, after my lucky
star, Ian, heavenly orchid, the most
exotic of flowers" -was the daughter
of a fabulously wealthy Chinese sugar
planter in Java. On his estates she
spent the wilful, tomboy years of
her childhood. She would plague the
meticulous cooks of the Chinese and
French kitchens, sport recklessly with
the animals in the family zoo, and
ride bareback with her father, to
whom she served as substitute for a
son. In Java she learned · something
of diplomatic art, for her family were
in constant social, as well as business,
relations with the Dutch officials.
In Paris during the Peace Conference, while she was still in her capricious teens, she met and was persuaded to marry Dr. Koo. During
their engagement he was transferred
from Minister to the United States
to the more exciting post at the Court
of St. James. In the years that followed, Dr. Koo was appointed a delegate to the League of Nations, a delegate to the Nine-Power Disarmament
Conference in Washington, Prime
Minister of China, Ambassador to
France, and, after the French accession to the Japanese demands in IndoChina, Ambassador to the Court of
St. James.
As hostess at these posts the impatient girl became a gracious woman.
Her extraordinarily wide Oriental
and European background, her habit
of elegance, enabled her to com-

pose charming milieux wherever she
stopped. And her tomboy days had
trained her in practicality.
The book abounds in descriptions
of beautiful scenes. Entering Peking
she caught "tantalizing glimpses of
courtyards, tiled roofs, gilded pagodas, of crimson, blue and mauve
walls." In her Peking home the "walls
were panelled with pungent honeycolored sandalwood carved with consummate delicacy, the peony-pink
carpet blended with the shimmering
gold-brocade upholstery."
Part of Hui-lan's fascination lies in
the fact that in spite of her piquant
cosmopolitanism she has remained
primarily Chinese. The autobiography devotes many sections to the elaborate ceremonies of her grandfather's
funeral, her young aunt's marriage,
and the men's all-night banquets. And
throughout her discussions peeks a
puckish spirit, which suggests that in
modern China these traditions are
being redeemed from mere formality.
ALICE R. BENSEN.

Kathleen Norris Again
CORNER OF HEAVEN. By Kathleen Norris. Doubleday Doran and
Co.; Inc., New York. 1943. 280
pages. $2.00.
ROM

the prolific pen of one of

America's foremost woman writers
F
comes another novel with the current
war as a background. However, the
war is yery much in the background;
plot and romance are in the foreground.
The story moves around two women, Griselle Mountjoy, an unspoiled
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young woman reared by an old-fashioned grandfather, and Mitzi Armitage, a beautiful, sophisticated, twicemarried "menace." When we say,
"The story moves," that is just what
we mean. There is not a dull or useless paragraph in the book. Abundant
use of conversation in telling the
story makes for rapid reading.
Imagine, if you can in this modern
day, a girl of twenty who speaks Russian, reads Greek, cooks, sews, spins,
and weaves, a girl who has seen no
motion pictures except one animated
cartoon and three newsreels. Such
was Griselle. Her antithesis is Mitzi-bewitching, frankly flirtatious, and
slightly unscrupulous. Both find themselves in love with Captain Alan McIntyre, an Army doctor. Both are possible heirs to Uncle Andrew Cruickshank's unnamed fortune. Alan is unable to weigh his admiration for Griselle, who quickly becomes a normal,
unaffected, entirely likeable character
when taken from her cloistered life
to university surroundings, against his
infatuation for Mitzi. By the time
he has finally made up his mind (or
was it his heart?), he finds his crippled brother, Steve, has become his
rival. To reveal more of the story
would spoil the reader's enjoyment
of a well-spun tale which even includes a husband's return from the
dead and some hints of murder.
Corner of Heaven can hardly be
called a "great novel," but it is as
good as or better than most of Mrs.
Norris' seventy-some previous works.
Those who like light reading for a
winter evening by the fire after a
hard day at the office or factory will
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enjoy Kathleen Norris' latest novel.
The story was serialized in Collier's.
JESSIE SWANSON

Great Success Story
THE DUKE: A Life of Wellington.
By Richard Aldington. The Viking
Press, New York. 405 pages. Illustrated and indexed. 1943. $3.75.
ICHARD ALDINGTON is an English
poet, novelist, and essayist of
some renown. His present book is his
first appearance as a biographer. In
writing this life of the great Duke
of Wellington he tried to avoid, "on
the one hand, a portrait of exhaustive pedantry, and, on the other, the
flippant and superficial approach that
reduces great men and great events
to items of social gossip." We believe
he succeeded admirably. His book is
historically accurate, is well set in the
proper context of the hero's time,
and makes enjoyable reading. Since
the story of the Duke of Wellington
is of necessity the story of the successful effort of the European powers
to stem the march of the dictator,
Napoleon, and his victorious armies,
its publication happens to be very
apropos at this time when once
again "Fortress Europe" is being
stormed by the powers that hope to
take the mastery of the Continent .
from the dictator, Adolph Hitler.
The fact that the life of the great
Duke is practically a great success
story ("small town boy makes good")
only adds to its interest. No one,
when he was a youngster (not even
his mother), dreamed that this young
Englishman would ever be a hero, a
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truly great man, and a military genius Duke after Waterloo presents him as
of the first water. But he had one a great man in time of peace also.
character trait that was significant: England leaned on the Duke almost
When he was confronted with a job, to the day of his death. For the pehe tried his level best to do it well. riod after Waterloo, from 1815 to
As a young lad he was not particu- 1852, Wellington was both the power
larly interested in sports and as a and symbol of England, as indispenyoung soldier he was a poor shot.
sable to his country as one man could
The armies of the Duke's time ever be. Adored by the populace,
were usually led by officers who were respected by the leaders, in every mafrom the aristocracy, while the rank terial crisis during this period, his
and file of the soldiers were made up .c ountry looked to him for guidance
of riffraff and ex-criminals. Welling- and leadership. And he never let his
ton learned how to handle men and nation down. You will en joy reading
inspire them with confidence in his this book. You will admire the Duke,
leadership. They learned to know with all his frailties and peculiarities,
that he would not willingly sacrifice as a great man and as a lovable one.
a single man unnecessarily. At the
same time he did much to keep war- Toward Postwar
fare as humanitarian as possible. DeUNITED WE STAND. The Peoples
fenseless civilians must be protected,
of the United Nations. By Basil
their homes and shops must not be
Mathews. Little, Brown and Complundered by the victorious soldiers,
pany, Boston. 1943. 366 pages.
the prisoners of war must receive de$2.50.
cent tr.e atment-these things he insisted upon. In line with these ideals 1fT is easy glibly to talk about the
was also his position that with the Jl allied nations who are waging war
conquest of the enemy's armies the on the Axis powers. But if we were
victorious leader must do everything suddenly asked, "Who are these nain his power to bring about a just tions?" many of us would not be able
and reasonable peace.
to supply a satisfactory answer. Some
The author carries his story of us know neither the names of
through all the campaigns of the these nations, nor their number, nor
Duke's career to the famous battle of their relationships toward one anWaterloo, adding pen-and-ink other, not to mention significant facsketches of the battlegrounds, ma- tors which are making possible the
neuvers, etc., and intersperses his ac- military successes of these nations. Yet
count with excellent illustrations. An no one would question the desirabiliappendix brings various documents, ty of having available in a handy
which show the Duke as an able au- volume authoritative answers to questhor, a list of some Wellington tions such as those suggested above,
source material, and a good index.
together with pertinent historical,
Mr. Aldington's picture of the geographic, economic, racial, and re-
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ligious data regarding each of these
nations. For unless the peoples of
the United Nations know something
about the countries who are fighting
at their side, and unless they become
interested in the future of 'many of
these nations, it will make little difference to them what will happen to
some of these nations after the war
is won and settlements are agreed on
which will either result in a long era
of world peace or precipitate within
this generation World War III. And
surely, everyone hopes ·that there may
never be another world war.
Dr. Mathews has therefore rendered
a notable service by publishing this
book, United We Stand. He has
achieved in a marked degree the purpose stated in the preface,
The aim of this book is to interpret
all the United Nations to each other
and especially to the people of America. It focuses the attention of the general reader and of the teacher and student upon the ongoing life of all of
these peoples, not only through the
drama of their historic past, but through
the living tissue of their present relationships as they move together into the
future.
For this undertaking, Dr. Mathews
was well qualified. His rich experiences include years of service as a
newspaperman, working in youth
movements throughout the world,
many years of observing the League
of Nations at Geneva, a wide friendship with leaders on all continents,
and service with the British Ministry
of Information in both wars.
The book is by no means a Baedeker guiding the reader through a
maze of facts and figures. It is rather
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a moving story of each nation, in
which the author singles out only pertinent high points for consideration.
He keeps the reader's attention by
skillfully weaving into the narrative
occasional anecdotes and significant
statements made by careful investigators. Though he is not oblivious to
precarious difficulties obtaining in
some of these nations and though he
is not afraid to view these difficulties
in the light of international implications, there is dominant throughout
the book a positive and hopeful, if
not an optimistic, note that these difficulties can be met and feelings of
good will within these nations and
among all nations be improved.
Instructors in history in the high
school will do well to place this book
on the list of collateral readings. We
hope the book will serve its constructive purpose and enjoy a wide circulation.

Novelette
BUT GENTLY DAY. By Robert Nathan. Alfred A. Knopf, New York.
1943. 161 pages. $2.00.
OBERT NATHAN has written nine-

R teen volumes of poetry and prose.

Now, in But Gently Day, he achieves
an unusual blend of the two. This
little book is not a novel; it is not
an epic or a lyric. Rather it is a fantasy put into the form of a novelette,
and as such it is a welcome relief
from much of our war literature.
The book has very little plot. There
are no deep and varied characterizations. Time has been transcended by
the Spirit. All that we find is pure
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feeling and pure thought. In the second between life and death, in the
second which does not exist, Corporal
Henry Arkbester returns to his farm
home in Pennsylvania to find it peopled by his forefathers who are living almost a century before.
While there, staying among the Arkbesters of past generations, the Corporal comes to realize many things.
Now he knows that oneness which
absolute love can bring to two persons. He understands that many of
the trappings of this life are transitory, that certain values are absolute.
He recognizes the fact that the problems of our times are problems which
have been and shall be. Finally at the
end of the story that second between
life and death is no more.
But Gently Day is an excellent example of careful, exact craftsmanship.
All the artistic elements of the book
form one complete unity in miniature. Beautiful thoughts are expressed
in beautiful prose. Passages like this
are frequent: " .... they build the
ruins up again. They build cities
over, greater and more beautiful. ...
And what the people love and want,
they build that over, too."
There will be readers who will dislike Nathan's romanticism, which is,
in substance, much like that of Shelley. Some will be vaguely troubled by
the mysticism. Others will be nettled
by the "inconsistencies" which are inherent in such a treatment of subject
matter. But the good points balance
the bad-and this thought always remains:
I can tell you this much: beyond
the world you have seen, lies the world

of spirit; and it, too, is full of marvels.
Men have learned to use the air and
earth and all metals; to fly above the
douds, and talk to each other across
the seas. But they have not learned to
use the power of love; they have not
learned to use the power of their own
hearts. They have not glimpsed the marvels which lie ahead of them.

American Business
THE GREAT AMERICAN CUSTOMER. By Carl Crow. Harper
and Brothers, New York. 1943. 252
pages. $3.00.
ARL CRow, who is noted for his

C authoritative work on China and

South America, here turns to the
American scene and presents the rise
of our machine age from a refreshingly new and human angle. He shows
how for the first time in history a
country has built up its prosperity,
not by catering to the tastes and
needs of royalty and nobility, but by
endeavoring to supply the wants of
the common man. It is an entrancing
story that he tells, beginning with
the primitive conditions in the early
American homes in which practically
all the requirements in the way of
food and clothing had to be made or
prepared within the household itself.
He describes graphically the early industrial situation when our independence had been won. There was no
manufacturing industry to speak of
because England had not allowed any
to arise, insisting that the raw materials be shipped to the mother country for manufacture there, and then
these articles were sent back to be
sold to the colonists at a good profit.
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He tells the story of Eli Whitney's
invention of the cotton gin, which
revolutionized the clothing industry
and ultimately produced cheaper and
finer clothes for the masses, an invention which brought the inventor no
returns because it was copied throughout the South in complete disregard
of patent rights which could not be
enforced. Whitney, however, started
the modern assembly line when he
changed the method of gun manufacture by introducing mass production
to take the place of the age-old method employed by gunsmiths everywhere by which guns were laboriously made to order one at a time. The
next man to begin an assembly line
was the clock-maker Eli Terry, who
was soon followed by Seth Thomas.
Previously clocks had been made to
order for the rich and for churches.
The average home had no clock. Hour
gJasses were used mainly by the housewife to time her cooking and baking.
When Terry built clocks for which
he had no previous orders and peddled them from house to house he
not only created a demand but also
introduced selling on the installment
plan. Thus step by step, one article after the other-axes, tinware, needles,
pins, nails, and so forth-was produced in quantity, and the peddler
entered the American picture. By going from house to house the things
he offered for sale slowly but surely
became household articles that took
much of the drudgery out of the life
of the housewife of America, until
today the average American home has
conveniences and labor-saving devices
that are not found in the homes of
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the common people in any other land
under the sun. Here we also have
a picture of the beginnings of the
ready-made suit, the "reach-me-down"
or the "hand-me-down." Usually the
housewife made the clothing, shirts
and suits, for papa and the boys. The
more well-to-do had their custom tailors. But there were those who had no
housewives and who could afford no·
tailors, i.e., the sailors. So in the port
cities unscrupulous dealers gathered
together cast-off clothes, patched and
matched them, and sold them to the
sailors at high prices. When the supply of cast-off garments ran out, they
had them made of cheap shoddy material and sold them at exorbitant
prices. From this shady beginning
arose our large ready-made clothing
industry.
But we shall let this suffice. The
book will interest old and young. It
will also call forth a deeper appreciation of our heritage.

Dark Story
THE TURNBULLS. By Taylor Caldwell. Charles Scribner's Sons, New
York. 1943. 517 pages. $3.00.
GAINST

a background of hoop

skirts and fine dandies, Miss CaldA
well paints a foreground of 19th century English class tradition, slave
trade, and blockade running. The picture is static; the known facts about
the robber barons of the early cotton industry in America give the
story a fourth dimension-time. But it
is difficult to say whether the era was
selected for its profuse supply of wellknown underhanded organizations;
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or whether the choice of the particular period, preceding and following
the Civil War, was made because it
provided the proper moment to warn
America of a future conflict with Japan. Had The Turnbulls been published ten years ago, the prophecy of
trouble with Japan would have been
hailed by some as unusual insight.
But today it gives us only the small
comfort of one historical explanation
for "Pearl Harbor."
The foundation of the story, tremulous and bitter, is hatred. Each
moment helps to enlarge the importance and destructive power of hatred in one man, John Turnbull,
which exudes from him like the fiery
breath of a medieval dragon to consume every life that it touches.
After being tricked into marriage
with a girl of a lower class, and
thereby prevented from marrying the
cousin he loved, Turnbull left London for the new city of New York.
With the seeds of revenge thus sown
in his young heart, he falls, though
not too quickly, a victim to the satanic, money-making schemes of Mr.
Wilkins, who is responsible for Turnbull's tremendous success and for
his change of character. Mr. Wilkins
would be called "Mr. Miranda" today. Turnbull's cousin subsequently
married his enemy, and came to New
York. We cannot condone Turnbull's
relationships with his cousin after she
once again enters his life, but the affair is in line with his entire character and with all of his unlawful
dealings.
The two families vie with each other for a place in New York society.

And as the years go by the children
of the two couples play an important
part in working out an intricate and
turbulent plot which threatens to
shatter both families. Mr. Wilkins,
the ageless spirit of greed, is behind
every move and manipulates every
action.
The psychological analysis of every
character in the story is noteworthy.
Not one character is drawn to be sincerely admired. These people remind
one of the old morality plays in
which each character was drawn to illustrate one particular vice.
Miss Caldwell does not try to
sweeten the story by giving us a
"happy ever after" ending. For the
end is not yet. Today the fires of Berlin, the ruined churches of England,
the starving children in India, and
the gold stars in the windows of America are building higher and higher
the monument to hatred.
L. L.

PETERS

Petain and Bazaine
THE TWO MARSHALS. By Philip
Guedalla. Reynal & Hitchcock, New
York. 1943. 346 pages. $3.00.
HE

two marshals, of whose biog-

raphies this book consists, are
T
Bazaine and Petain. Both are inter-

esting men whose life histories are
worth reading. When their careers
are set side by side, a strange inversion appears. Each held the center of
the stage in an hour when the fortunes of France were at low ebb. But
Bazaine, for surrendering Metz in
187o, was made the scapegoat for
his country's defeat and was sen-
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tenced to death, while Petain was
raised to supreme power by the debacle of 1940, the scapegoat this time
being France.
The linking of the two biographies,
however, serves a further purpose, as
the author points out. Since Bazaine
was born a year before the Grande
A rmee marched to Moscow, when
Napoleon was at the zenith of his
career, the two lives cover "the whole
curve of French military power from
the height of the First Empire to the
depth of Vichy, and the two life histories unite to form one unbroken
picture of the French army for a hundred years."
ORE

than two-thirds of the book

deals with Bazaine, a far more
M
colorful personality than Petain. Of
plebeian extraction, he rose from the
ranks of the Foreign Legion and saw
service in Algeria, in Spain, in the
Crimea, and in Italy. When Napoleon
III embarked on the ill-fated Mexican
adventure, Bazaine was given command of the French troops that were
to hold up the insecure imperial
throne of Maximilian of Hapsburg.
He acquitted himself brilliantly and
was in no wise to blame for the tragic
ending of the enterprise. When the
war of 1870-71 broke, France was
poorly prepared and blundered egregiously and persistently in the conduct of hostilities. When all was lost,
the French, exactly as did the Germans after 1918, comforted themselves
with the myth that they had not
really been defeated, but had been
betrayed. Bazaine was saddled with
the blame and sentenced to death;
the sentence was commuted to im-
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prisonment; he escaped and die'd as
an exile in Spain.
In 1914 Colonel Petain, a big, baldheaded, chilly-mannered bachelor,
had chosen a small house near Paris
for his retirement, which was to be
expected soon. As his rank indicates,
he had shown no special gifts and had
not particularly distinguished himself.
He was very provincial, never having
been outside of France. But the future
had unexpected things in store for
him. As war came again, he rose
swiftly, endeared himself to the
French people by his defense of Verdun, and in 1917 became commanderin-chief of the French armies. The excessive caution, pessimism, and defeatism which he showed in this position
made the British unwilling to accept
him as supreme allied commander,
when that position was created in
1918. Foch was selected instead. Petain never forgave the British. After
the war the Marshal served as inspector-general of the army and, at the age
of seventy-four, was largely instrumental in the building of the Maginot Line. In erecting this masterpiece
of defense, "his contribution to the
emergency of 1940 was a full equipment for the military situation of
1918."
How in the present war Petain, in
his eighties, helped to bring on the
ignoble surrender of France, made
himself dictator, became the puppet
of Hitler and Goering and in that
capacity paralyzed French resistance
in the colonies and turned over IndoChina to Japan-all this is familiar.
For how much less Bazaine was sentenced to death! The occupation of
Petain's little kingdom on Armistice
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Day, 1942, was a poor reward for the
aid he had lent the Axis.
Guedalla writes trenchantly and entertainingly, neatly traces the nexus
between the psychology of his characters and their actions, and lays bare
the weaknesses in the national character and life of France which have
brought that country to its present
pass.

Strategy of Words
THE AXIS ON THE AIR. By Harold Ettlinger. The Bobbs-Merrill
Company, Indianapolis and New
York. 1943. 318 pages. $2.75.
HEN

planning the war which

they are now losing, Hitler and
W
his Nazi bigwigs bore in mind that a
vigorous propaganda campaign, skilfully devised and persistently conducted, would be one of their most
effective weapons. In that hodgepodge of thoughts and dreams which
is called Mein Kampf the Fuhrer had
written frankly and with keen understanding about propaganda. He had
said plainly and emphatically that in
time of war the propagandist must
appeal to the lowest common mentality and that a properly made appeal could, and would, sell anything
to anybody. The bigger the lie, he
maintained, the more readily and
widely it is believed.
Long before the outbreak of the
war Hitler had found a master-propagandist in the person of Joseph Gobbels. He had given this rabble-rouser
free rein; for was not Gobbels a
spouter of fire and brimstone, a prevaricator, a casuist, an equivocator,
and a fiction-monger after the Filh-

rer's own heart? Gobbels had proved
to be a good investment for the
National Socialists. Had he not rendered yeoman service to the Nazis
when they were fighting tooth and
nail to elevate Hitler to the seat of
absolute power in Germany? And had
not the archpropagandist of Nazidom
been able to polish his many knives
and to whet them to razor-like sharpness between the day of the Machtu.bernahme and the day on which the
armed might of the Third Reich
hurled itself against Poland? Yes,
Gobbels had become a past master of
his specialty, and he had not neglected to train a host of competent
assistants. When the day of war
dawned, he was ready-ready with the
pen, with pictures, and with the
spoken word. He knew what could be
accomplished by means of the radio,
and he made telling use of his knowledge. He understood thoroughly how
to wage a war of nerves, how to apply
the strategy of terror, and how to win
many a battle for his fanatical and
exacting overlord without firing a
single shot. He made the radio one of
the most effective weapons in Ger·
many's arsenal.
The Axis on the Air shows graphically and in detail how Gobbels and
those men and women in the lands of
the Axis who ape him have been
using the ether waves to spread their
propaganda. By 1943, says Harold
Ettlinger,
the Germans were going on the air with
well over two hundred broadcasts a day
for foreign consumption. They were on
the air for a total of nearly a hundred
hours a day, broadcasting in more than
thirty languages, beaming programs from
India to Argentina.

I
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:F urthermore, " the first thing the Germans did every time they entered a
country in their conquest of Europe
was to take over the radio stations."
R. ETTLINGER

tells about the trait-

ors whom the Axis has succeedM
ed in enlisting in its service. He
speaks of the broadcasts of Lord Haw
Haw, the renegade Englishman who
wants Hitler to win, and writes about
the radio activities of the American
traitors, Fred Kaltenbach, Robert H.
Best, Douglas Chandler, Jane Anderson, and Constance Drexel in Germany, and Ezra Pound in Italy. In
addition, he mentions the Americanborn Charles Yoshii and the Filipino,
Ricardo Perez, who speak from Tokyo. He points out how skilfully
Germany used the radio to help bring
about the swift fall of France and
how to this very hour Gobbels and
his many assistants are trying to apply
the age-old practice of "divide and
conquer" in their war with the United Nations. Germany and Japan, he
proves, are doing all in their power
to bore from within. Italy pursued
the same course as long as she remained an Axis nation; but her efforts were crude in comparison with
those of Gobbels. Japan is indefatigable in her propaganda warfare.
She has much to learn from the
master-mind operating from the
Third Reich; but she has gained
some success among the millions of
Asiatics to whom she broadcasts day
in and day out. There are Quislings
in every country that has come under
Axis domination who hawk their
wares on the radio.
Mr. Ettlinger does not neglect to
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deal at length with the counterpropaganda carried on by those who
have taken up arms against the Axis.
In writing about the "freedom stations" he points out that some of
them are authentic and some obviously phony. The Nazis, as he proves
conclusively, have learned not to
overlook a single trick. Nevertheless,
the B.B.C. has succeeded in exploding many a German falsehood. It has
been working night and day, often
with grave danger to personnel and
property but always with remarkable
skill, to counteract the persistent
blasts of propaganda that come from
Germany and Japan. Gobbels harps
consistently and everlastingly on what
he calls "the invincibility of German
arms"; but radio broadcasts from
Britain, Russia, the United States,
and other nations fighting the Axis
have been stressing the indisputable
fact that Gobbels is talking through
his hat when he declares that the
Axis cannot, and will not, be beaten.
At the outbreak of war the masters
of Germany issued a decree forbidding their subjects, on pain of death,
to listen to broadcasts from enemy
countries; but England and the United States have not seen fit to enact a
measure so utterly futile and so harmful to their own cause. They know
that thousands of Germans and
thousands of those who live in the
occupied and satellite countries are
eager to hear, and actually do hear,
news and messages that come from
the sending stations maintained by
the nations at war with Germany,
and they do not fear the Axis propaganda which the ether waves bring
into their own lands.
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The Axis on the Air presents an
exhaustive study of propaganda warfare as carried on by our enemies;
but it does not fail to show that the
countries which are fighting Germany
and Japan in a life-and-death struggle
can, and will, win the Battle of the
Ether Waves. We can be victorious
by pitting the strategy of truth
against the strategy of lies.

Great Scholar
A. T. ROBERTSON: A Biography.
By Everett Gill. New York. The
Macmillan Company, New York.
1943. 250 pages. $2.50.
There is a professor of Greek,
Unrivaled, unwearied, unique,
Who at three-score and ten
Keeps pushing his pen
And producing a volume a week.
One would think that at seventy years
Greek would weary the wisest of seers;
But the older he grows
The more grammar he knows
And more eager for study appears.
I couldn't have gotten that way
Though tempted by fabulous pay;
But this Louisville sage
Scribbles page after page,
Not for coin, but for love of Kaine!
HIS

poem (p. 201), dedicated by

a student to Dr. A. T. Robertson
T
on the occasion of his seventieth
birthday, expresses, albeit in a humorous vein, the love, devotion, and
pride of those who had studied under
him. It also tells enough about the
life and interests of Dr. Robertson
that one unacquainted with the eminent scholar would like to know more
about him.

Dr. Gill, a life-long friend and
admirer of Dr. Robertson, succeeds
in a high degree to supply that information. Though, as he himself admits, a comprehensive biography of
Dr. Robertson is' still a desideratum,
friends of the New Testament will
be deeply grateful to Dr. Gill for
having laid the groundwork for a
more ambitious attempt. The author
gathered a vast body of materials
from Dr. Robertson's own files as well
as from reminiscences preserved by
members and friends of Dr. Robertson's family.
Archibald Thomas Robertson
(Nov. 6, 1863-Sept. 24, 1934) was an
ordained Southern Baptist minister.
From 1888 to the day of his death in
1934 he was professor at the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in
Louisville, Kentucky. He soon became
America's most notable exponent of
the now universally held belief that
the Greek of the New Testament is
a typical example of the Greek ·language as it was spoken and written in
the centuries following Alexander's
conquests. New Testament students
refer to that language as the Koine,
that is, the common language of that
day. Out of Dr. Robertson's passionate belief that the New Testament is
written in the Koine grew his truly
monumental historical grammar of
the New Testament (1,454 pages),
which has now passed through five
editions and has been translated into
almost every important European language. But Dr. Robertson was interes~ed not only in the language of
the New Testament; he was equally
interested in the great and grand
content of the New Testament books.
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That i.nterest moved him to contribute volume after volume and article
after article on leading characters of
the New Testament (Jesus, Paul,
Mark, and others) and important
subject matters. He was, finally, interested in so training his students
that they would become successful
pastors in the Gospel ministry. That
love drove him to produce works of
abiding value to the Christian pastor
in charge of a parish. In the course
of his extremely active life, Dr. Robertson produced a total of fortyfive volumes, among them grammars,
commentaries, character studies, and
books on historical subjects.
Dr. Gill gives a sympathetic insight
into the early life of Dr. Robertson,
but devotes the larger part of the
book to a survey of his activities as a
teacher, preacher, and author. He indudes a beautiful chapter written by
Dr. Robertson's brilliant daughter,
Mrs. Eleanor Robertson Easley.
Chapters which one rereads with
growing love and devotion are those
in which the author depicts Dr. Robertson as a teacher aqd as a man.

Editor and Critic
THE LIBERAL MIND OF JOHN
MORLEY. By Warren Staebler.
Princeton University Press, Princeton, N. J. 1943. 231 pages. $3.50.
ANY

books have been written

about the lives of men; only a
M
few about the minds of men. That
gives some idea as to the appeal this
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book, which is one of the latter type,
will have. The Liberal Mind of john
Morley is for the person interested in
philosophy and in the ideas of the
ages. For that relatively and unfortunately small number of readers concerned more with what men have
thought than with what men have
done, this work will be a necessary
addition to the library.
Staebler's book is intriguing chiefly
because it deals with a writer and a
statesman who was consistent only in
being inconsistent. (This in spite of
the fact that the author tries, halfheartedly, to convince the reader
otherwise.) As editor of The Fortnightly Review, member of Parliament, administrator in India, and author, Morley wielded great influence
in contemporary circles. If for no
other reason, The Liberal Mind of
john Morley should be valuable as
an aid to a better understanding of
nineteenth century England.
The book is divided, roughly, into
three sections, which cover Morley's
career as editor, statesman, and literary critic. In the first of these, one
gets the best insight into the man's
mind. Interested in the concrete to
the exclusion of the abstract or metaphysical, Morley, the liberal reformer,
was a Positivist in historical attitude
and in religion. Always emphasizing
progress, he, like Compte, felt "that
history was an evolution through successive stages of civilization from
simple, primitive societies to those
more complex and enlightened."
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Again, following the French philosopher, Morley, who was an atheist,
believed in a "Religion of Humanity" paying the same homage to Man
as the believer pays to a Supreme
Being.
While greatly influenced by this
Positivism, Morley was blown this
way and that by many other philosophical winds. At times he was friendly towards Mill's utilitarianism; yet he
could not embrace it. At times he was
a Humanist, almost of the Babbitt
and More variety; yet he believed
that science should permeate every
field of learning and, as did the Positivists, that all values are relative. At
times he was an evolutionist, the
champion of progress; yet he was an
antiquarian with a kind of fanaticism
for tradition and the past.
If his ability to hold so many tenets
seems surprising, the vision and
breadth and depth of the man appear
more marvelous still. His views on
education were at least a century
ahead of those of his contemporaries.
He was one of the first to advocate
an international police force. His
stand on isolationism, were it made
today, would cause some American
newspapers to have a special edition
on the streets in thirty minutes. He
was a true democrat who believed in
that for which we are now at warthat the political pow~r belongs to
the nation, not to a class. He upheld

the rights of women. He was a supporter of labor, but not of all its
practices. From this list of only a
few of the social problems in which
Morley took a direct interest and to
which he made a direct contribution,
his insight and abilities are apparent.
Unfortunately, Staebler's work degenerates as it passes its half-way
mark, the other sections of the book
being less readable and less valuable
th:fn the first. In part two, Morley is
considered as a political figure against
the background of the Irish and Indian questions. Part three consists
merely of several precis of Morley's
chief critical works in the field of literature. Staebler wants to show the
man as an historical critic, judging
literature. in the light of the environment and of the age in which it is
written; it appears hardly necessary
to summarize many of Morley's writings just to prove this point. However, the book does recover some of
its vitality toward the very end. The
author pictures very well the changes
Morley underwent as he became
mellowed by age.
Thus, in prose that is sometimes
stilted and labored, Staebler makes
clear the philosophy of an unusual
man. In view of many of the things
which the author writes, it is difficult
to realize that such a person as
Morley really lived in Victorian and
twentieth century England.

"Dreams, books, are each a world; and books, we know,
Are a substantial world, both pure and good."
-WoRDswoRTH
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the Gospel. For all the freedoms
we now cherish we are debtors, in
large measure, to the 'heroic peasant,'
Martin Luther."
Fine features of the book are the
excellent illustrations, 80 in all, and
the texts of the Ninety-five Theses,
the Three General Creeds of the
Church, and the Augsburg Confession.

LUTHER'S LIFE
By Ingeborg Stolee. A Revision
based on "Luther's Life," by 0.
Nilsen.Augsburg Publishing House,
Minneapolis, Minnesota. 1943. 157
pages. $1.50.
N

132 pages the author tells the

facts of the great Reformer's
Ilifechief
in a fresh and invigorating manner, as one who has been steeped in
the story and now speaks out of a
heart convinced that it has a message
to tell for our times. The Rev. A. R.
Kretzmann, in a brief foreword, rightly says: "The world needs this (the
story of Luther) sorely now. The
record of oppression and war has
been written large for several generations. Whole nations have almost perished for want of the personal power
which this man (Luther) knew so
well. There never lived a braver man
and his earnestness and sincerity shine
the more brightly because of the dullness and drabness which has come
over too many of the lives of those
who are in the Church. He fought the
battles of freedom when the word was
scarcely known. He did it with the
power which God had given him in

SIGURD AND HIS BRAVE
COMPANIONS
By Sigrid Undset. Illustrated by
Gunvor Bull Teilman. Alfred A.
Knopf, New York. 1943. 138 pages.
$2.00.
Happy Times in Norway, reviewed in this magazine a while
back, Sigrid Undset told the story of
the glorious Norway, as it was before
the present war, a Norway which she
and her children knew and loved. In
this volume she takes us back to the
Norway of medieval days, of the early
thirteenth century, to be exact. Told
in her fascinating style, the eminent
author unfolds the adventures of Sigurd and his young companions so
realistically that the reader, young or

I
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old, is. enchanted. Mark Twain knew
how to write about boys in a way
that made his stories interesting to
adults. Sigrid Undset has mastered
the same art. Her youthful heroes
dream of great adventures, of conquering enemies, of saving unfortunates. As there are no foes to vanquish, to their delight an old boar
appears to take the place of their victim. Complications follow. The boys
get into difficulties. There is the flight

to the saeter, the dark and gloomy
mountain cabin, the experiences with
the dying knight. All help sustain the
reader's interest to the end. The book
is beautifully illustrated in black and
white and in color.
Madame Undset is a Nobel Prize
winner. Until the German invasion of
Norway, she lived near Lillehammer,
and now lives in this country. She is
considered by many to be one of the
greatest woman novelists of our times.
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Recent

Each month THE CRESSET presents a
check list of important articles in
leading magazines which will be of
interest to our readers

PROBLEMS OF FREEDOM
According to Archibald MacLeish, writing in The Nation, December 4, on "The Moral Front,"
the mere winning of a military
victory will only mean that "our
military skill and our man-power
and our resources of industry and
wealth were superior to those of
our enemies." There is a moral
and a political war which also
must be fought and won. These
political and moral objectives
must be kept in clear view now and
pursued. The striving for these
objectives cannot be postponed
until the military war is won nor
divorced from the military operations. These were precisely the
mistakes made in 1918. They must
not be repeated now.
"Winston Churchill in War and
Peace" (The Nation, December
18), is a keen analysis of the brilliant part which the British Prime
Minister has played in the win-

ning of the war. It is, however,
frankly skeptical of his qualifications to lead the liberal forces
of the world in building a new
world, such as Mr. Laski envisions. "A great war minister seldom succeeds in the epoch which
seeks to consolidate his victory."
Mr. Churchill, the author fears,
will be no exception to this generalization, because of his temperament, political background and
basic philosophy.
Gaetano Salvemini, in his article on "Freedom of Worship in
Italy" (The Nation, December
11) , is critical of the policy of the
A.M.G. in its relation to the Catholic Church. It must be remembered, he argues, that "in countries where the Catholic faith is
predominant, freedom of religious worship means, not equality
of rights for all churches, but the
right of the Catholic Church to
be regarded as the sole legitimate
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religious organization, with other
churches outlawed, or, if that cannot be brought about, merely tolerated." In view of this fact, he
asks the pertinent question:
"When Messrs. Eden, Hull, and
Molotov pledged themselves to
'restore' freedom of worship In
Italy, what did they mean?''

·emphasizes that "no more regulation" became a national slogan
which prevented effective planning by the government. If the
same mistakes are to be avoided,
"hands off" must not again become the national byword. The
problem will be greater and more
complex when the boys come back
this time. "Demobilization will
tax the nation's ability to the utmost as surely as has the war. We
PROMISES FOR TOMORROW
A significant step toward more must be ready for it."
"In all its majesty and power,
equitable opportunity for Negroes
its
energy harnessed to generators
in industry and in government
and
dynamos, its channel opened
service is the order of the Presifor
the
passage of boats, the Tendent of June, 1941, which created
nessee
from
headwaters to mouth
the Fair Employment Practice
has
gone
to
war. But the river's
Committee. The story of the
capacities
for
peace are as great,
FEPC during the. two and a half
greater."
What the Tenneseven
years of its existence reveals the
see
Valley
Authority
has accomstrong forces and prejudices which
plished
and
its
possibilities
for
every effort to improve race relathe
future
development
of
this
tions must overcome. It required
a new Executive Order in May of large section of the country are
last year to save the FEPC from the story which Katherine Glover
being scuttled. Altogether, the most interestingly tells in the Dec<;treer of the FEPC is an enlight- cember Survey Graphic in the arening study as it is outlined by ticle, "The Tennessee River Goes
Winifred Rauschenbush in the to War."
December Survey Graphic} in an -J;
article entitled "Green Light for
"CHRISTIAN CENTURY"
the FEPC."
"When Last the Boys Came GLEANINGS
Back," by Nathan Katz in the DeTo recent indictments that the
cember Survey Graphic} recalls Church's creeds and forms of worhow we attempted to meet the ship are archaic, antiquated and
problem of the returning boys meaningless to our generation,
after World War I. The author Herbert C. Alleman opposes a de-
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cided no (Dec. 29, '43). He proceeds from the premise that Christian worship is the celebration of
a great fact) and that this fact
seeks for expression in forms of
worship and doctrinal statement.
"Some form of dogma is inevitable." Since the creeds of the
Church "contain the common denominator of Christian experience" and are "not a philosopher's creed, nor a scientist's
creed, but Everyman's creed,"
they have timeless value. The
question is not whether the creeds
are contemporary, "but rather
whether modern man doesn't need
to be made conscious of the essential and ageless processes of life"
(man's fall into sin, God's way
of redemption) .
In "What Lies Ahead for U. N.
R. R. A.?" (Dec. 29, '43) Samuel
D. Marbl~ sets forth some of the
problems facing the United N ations Relief and Rehabilitation
Administration, which is now
represented by forty-four governments (including European refugee governments). The author believes that the recent conference
held at Atlantic City began most
auspiciously. "Some diplomats
shed their traditional frock coats,
rolled up their sleeves, and tackled
elemental problems with a united
common concern." Basic problems facing the organization are:
What will be the size of the help-
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ing on the European dinner
plate? Can relief escape the danger of becoming a political weapon? Will the military do the job
of administering the relief? What
peoples and communities will be
served first? What about succor
for defeated nations? With respect
to the last problem, the author
calls attention to the magnanimous service of the Quakers in
the last war and concludes, "Perhaps this may prove again to be a
special niche reserved for the religiously motivated societies who
feel themselves under special compulsion to minister to the suffering wherever they are found"
(italics ours) .
In the issue of Dec. 2 2, an unsigned author toys with the question, "Where Can the Pope Go?"
He sees in the rise of Russia a
major threat to the security of
the pope's tenure on his hundredacre state in Vatican City. Reason: "He (the pope) and his
predecessors have staked their
security on agreements with MussoHni, Hitler, Franco, Petain.
They have fought, bitterly and
intransigently, all extensions of
communist influence." Where
would the pope go? The author
considers Protestant and Catholic countries in Europe; Brazil,
Argentina, and Chile in South
America; Mexico; Quebec; and
the United States, but rejects them
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all, for a variety of reasons, as
possible future domiciles of the
pope. His answer to the question,
"Where can the pope go?" is,
"The answer seems to be that the
pope will have to remain in
Rome. What will happen to the
papacy as an institution if it is
forced to make the compromises
necessary to continued existence
on a continent dominated by an
atheistic communistic power," is
another question."
In "Can the Church Be Religious?" (Dec. 22, '43), Pearl S.
Buck takes a none-too-kindly look
at the Church. She finds that "religion today is judged not by the
individuals who profess it so much
as by the organization that professes it." She levels three major
accusations against organized religion: militarism, the maintaining
of organization for the sake of
organization, and intolerance. As
a result, so she says, church people frequently fail to practice the
brotherhood of man, and, as a
further result, we have the problems of race and minorities. What
is needed is outspoken leadership.
"Never before has leadership been
so sadly needed, leadership which
will take hold of . these hostilities
and merge them into one great
constructive assertion of brotherhood for all groups." "The root
of all our troubles here and everywhere is the simple unwillingness

of man to consider man his brother." Miss Buck says nothing about
the dynamic power of the Gospel of Jesus Christ.

FACTS ABOUT FOOD
Under the heading, "That Refrigeration Boom," Fortune envisions a revolution in American
food distribution after the war.
It considers it likely that quickfreezing units for homes will be
widely put into use. Some were
already sold before the war. In
these units not only raw but
cooked foods can be frozen successfully and be kept indefinitely.
Thawed out and heated, the latter foods taste as they do when
just cooked. Pies, bread, cakes,
and pastries even improve in texture. "The possibility of preserving grandma's wonderful pies for
her grandchildren has definitely
become a reality." Such home
freezers open also other possibilities. Wide varieties of foods,
cooked and frozen at central stations, even at famous restaurants,
can be distributed from house to
house, to be reheated as wanted.
In this way housewives could
carry on for weeks without really
cooking anything. Room refrigeration (air cooling). is also expected to boom after the war.
In Harpers} Wesley McCune
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discusses "The Oleomargarine Re- CURRENT AND PO~ULAR
bellion." Margarine, it seems, is
For a year the TVoman's Home
about to be given a chance to Companion has been conducting
stand or fall on its own merits- polls among its readers on pertia chance which the butter inter- nent present-day problems. In
ests have so far succeeded in deny- November it reported on the poll
ing it. Pressure tactics, in this case on its question: Do you favor
as in so many others in American special courses in Sex Education
life, have long dictated what the in High Schools as one means of
American people may do. Now · reducing juvenile delinquency?
the situation is changing. The Na- The result showed 79 per cent for
tional Research Council has pro- and 17 per cent against. The comnounced fortified margarine as ments of those for such special
nutritious as butter. On the count education indicated that many faof cleanliness in production, mar- vor~d the , plan if the work was
garine easily competes with its done by competent teachers and
rival. And whereas formerly farm- that the boys and girls be sepaing interests were solidly behind rated for such classes. Others addthe effort to tax margarine as ed that, even if the schools were
nearly out of existence as possi- to include classes on this subject,
ble, cotton growers, beef-cattle the home is the best and proper
men, and soybean producers are place for sex education .... In a
now swinging over to its support well-written Saturday Evening
because their products go into it. Post article, Otto Fuerbringer prePerhaps some of the unfair laws sents Raymond Clapper as the
against margarine will before long "average man's columnist." He
be expunged from state statute appears in 180 papers with a cirbooks. Wisconsin has gone the culation of ten million, which, in
limit in this matter. So far as we addition to his radio listeners,
know it still dictates, in effect, gives him a "potential audience
that its children, if they cannot far greater than that of any other
get butter, must go without the columnist commentator except
equivalent which margarine those who deal in gossip and chitwould give. We know no clearer chat." Clapper came out of a deexample of the iniquitous lengths vout Baptist home in Kansas and
to which the selfishness of pres- served as newspaperman before
he broke into his present field, in
sure politics can lead.
which he stands high in the opinion of capable men as the "most
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significant, fair and reliable"
among the columning fraternity
in the nation's capital. It took him
some time before his column took
hold, but he has a loyal following
now and one that is still growing.
. . . Robert Bellair in Colliers'
shows how Japan has systematically undermined Christianity among
its people. He shows how military
men were sent to Christian mission schools in order to learn
English and who registered themselves as Christians in order to
attend without suspicion. When
asked whether the average Japanese felt any gratitude to the
Christian missionaries for their
humanitarian work, the reply of
one army colonel was this:
Self-respecting Japanese resent the
fact that we had to accept anything
from you foreigners. We are a superior race. We descend from the
gods. It is you who should be learning from Japan. Some day Japan will
control the world. Christianity will
be wiped out. Only then will there
be peace.

Japanese leaders consider Christianity a dangerous doctrine that
must be "orientalized" before it
can be accepted by true Japanese
patriots. Their version of Christianity goes something like this:

Christ was an Oriental, born in
Japan. He was a great prophet
who gained His knowledge from
the god-emperors of ] a pan. He
went to the West to spread these
great teachings to the barbarians,
but they rejected Him, crucified
Him and misunderstood all He
taught. After rising from the
dead, Christ is alleged to have reappeared in Japan, where He finally died again and was buried.
The wisdom which Christ acknowledged in the teachings of
Japan's god-emperors in His day
is said to be the same divine wis~
dom possessed today by Emperor
Hirohito. Little by little, the
Oriental Christian is to be lured
away from the doctrine of the
divinity of Christ.
This effort to subordinate Christ
to the god-emperors has reached the
point where hundreds of Chinese
and Filipino Christians are being
taken on free pilgrimages to Japan
to visit the "burial place of the
prophet·, Christ. Such a shrine actually has been erected. But during
these trips, of course, it is made: clear
to the pilgrims that the high light of
their visit to Japan will be the opportunity to stand before the Imperial Palace in Tokyo and pay
homage to the god-emperor.

Verse
The Wings of Wild Geese
You left one Saturday
When wild geese were flying,
And I remember we vowed then
Our love was undying.
Long were the days
That I went weeping.
And 0 the nights
Lost and unsleeping!
Weeks stretched to months
Before I felt better,
And wasted was the day
If there was no letter.
Elusive as half-forgotten songs
Are my memories of you.
Weeks go by without letters! know it's so with you, too.
Yet part of me goes crying
Each time I see the wings
Of wild geese flying.
-IsABEL BoYER

Harvest of Horror
We sicken at sight of this harvest of horrorThe reek and the shriek of hatred and greed.
When the sickle shall rest on the rim of tomorrowAnd prepared is the field-let us look to the seed!
-GEORGE
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Little by Little
Softly, like sweet zephyrs, soundless,
Comes the snow in feathery fall;
Patient, like the repetitions
Of a dear one's constant call;
Like the gentle ministrations
Wrapping us against the world
Thought by thought and word and action
Like a mantle round us furled;
So the snow with fairy lightness
Mantles the unbeautiful,
Offering before our vision
Scenes entrancing, fanciful;
All the earth with beauty liningEach small flake of God's designing.
-JoAN GEISEL GARDNER

Realization
You speak of life as though it were your gift
But see her here and know such sweetness
Is not anyone's to give save God Who holds
Such little people very dear-Her heart
Must be a precious, warm and holy thingSo much of all that shines upon her face
And in her eyes there is quick tendernessThe glow of health-the stealthy hint of telll's
To weep because her softness and her sweetness
Is abused- Behind them lies the warmth
.O f soul that over years has reached the pain
Of men in mother's understanding and in
Father's strength and tempered dealing with hearts
That needed all the love this little one
Seems destined now to give-Oh, God, preserve
That glow and warmth and sweetness evermoreThe world needs that and I do most of all.
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When Wide Wings Fall
Robbed of their gloss, charred pinions lie
Loosely about a crumpled bird.
Life that had lately purred
Along the sky
Is singing now by tranquil spheres
Beyond the rarest dreams of flightMusic the spirit hears,
Listening tonight.
-ROLAND RYDER-SMITH

Winter Barns
Is it a wonder you are starved for food
When I who boast a barn have scraped its floor
Fruitlessly often since Autumn's plenitude
Rotted unheeded on the field? What more
Can you demand than I can give? Implore!
But all I have myself is this small hand
Of grain-from a storehouse where there is no storeAnd winter's snowfall covering the land ....
- JAROSLAV VAJDA

For All Tomorrows
Through crashing traffic
Or the sound of willows swaying,
In all the days to come
I shall hear you playing
"Largo," "At Dawning," "The Rosary."
And through empty chatter
Or the beat of swift rain falling,
Up all the hills of life
I shall hear you calling:
"Higher, come up higher."
-ETHEL PEAK

t
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evaluates one of tht! world's most powerful forct!s

depicted in the recently r~leased
RKO-Radio documentary film,
time conditions is a widespread Children of Mars} one of a series
and genuinely alarming increase of excellent shorts entitled This
in juvenile delinquency. Much Is America. The camera takes us
has been written in recent months behind the scenes in a typical midabout the tidal wave of lawless- dle-class home in which both parness, vandalism, and moral retro- ents are employed and the chilgression which threatens to engulf dren are permitted to shift for
the youth of our land. In an ef- . themselves. That is just what they
fort to enlist the aid of every re- do. They shift for themselves-anysponsible citizen, law-enforcement how, anywhere, without parental
and social agencies have compiled knowledge, consent, or supervigrim and frightening statistics. sion. The result? A disrupted, unJuvenile delinquency is the direct comfortable, and unhappy houseconcern of every American. We hold, a veritable travesty of what
are sending millions of fine young a horne should be.
boys and girls into a desperate
Many mothers were drawn into
battle for a less brutal and more well-paid factory jobs during the
sanely adjusted world. To what intense and protracted campaign
purpose-unless, at the same time, for women workers in industry.
we are moulding and building Now many have learned to their
clean, decent, and God-fearing sorrow that in a household in
citizens for this longed-for new which there are young children
world?
and adolescents there simply is no
Some of the causes of the epi- substitute for a conscientious and
demic of youthful waywardness loving mother. Children of Mars
which is sweeping the nation are suggests well-ordered and carefuldistressing soO cialofillsthebredmostby abnormal
warNE
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ly regulated nursery schools, teenage canteens, and organized and
supervised occupation and recreation for the children of war workers. Is this enough? It still leaves
a wide gap in the lives of parents
and children. Juvenile delinquency has made terrible inroads on
the physical, mental, and spiritual
well-being of our youth. To my
way of thinking, only a homea home which is dedicated to
Christian morality-can check and
counteract the terrifying, runaway
trends of this restless and unhapPY time.
It is unfortunate but true that
there are many, many men and
women in our country who still
do not, cannot, or will not realize that even for us World War
II did not begin with Japan's
treacherous attack on Pearl Harbor. Watch on the Rhine7 Warner
Bros.' screen adaptation of Lillian
Hellman's powerful and highly
successful stage play, heavily underscores the insidious and ruthless manner in which fascism and
Naziism, in an under-cover war
which knew no geographical
boundaries, no treaties, and no
pacts, fastened unclean tentacles
on the unscrupulous, on the guileless, and on the indifferent.
Under the able direction of
Herman Shumlin, producer and
director of the original stage presentation, Watch on the Rhine has
been translated to the screen with
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admirable fidelity. Paul Lukas appears in the role he created with
fine success on Broadway. His portrayal of the mild-looking, gentlemannered German engineer won
for him the New York Drama
League's coveted Delia Austrian
medal for the most distinguished
performance in 1941 and the
unanimous acclaim of New York
critics in a poll conducted by
Variety. Although Bette Davis did
not enact the role of Sara M uller on the legitimate stage, she
achieved a balanced and beautifully polished performance- a
performance which fits smoothly
and naturally into the superb pattern created by the veterans of
the original New York cast. Dashiell Hammett prepared the
movie script and the brief epilogue which brings the picture to
a close.
Destroyer (Columbia, William
A. Seiter) and SQ,lute to the Marines (M-G-l\1, Sylvan Simon) are
fresh off the assembly line marked
"Tributes to the Armed Forces.''
Both pictures reflect the malady
which sent producers and directors into a high fever a few years
ago. They are spotted with a red,
red rash of nobility, patriotism,
and well-worn cliches. Our fighting men are worthy of high tribute. Couldn't this be accorded
with a little more dignity and
with honesty? Does anyone really
"fall for" this artificial nonsense?
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A few years ago Rose Franken
created an engaging, light-weight
character whom she named Claudia. The Claudia stories were tremendously popular with the devotees of slick-paper magazines.
Next Claudia, portrayed by Dorothy McGuire, moved to Broadway
for a long, successful run. C laudia (2oth Century-Fox, Edmund
Golding) introduces her to motion picture audiences. Once again
Miss McGuire appears in the title
role, and once again she wins top
honors for a good performance.
Response to this picture seems to
be divided between annoyance
and impatience with the antics of
the coltish Claudia and wholehearted enjoyment of her naive
patter, her childish pranks, and
her difficulties. Claudia's studied
naivete inevitably leads to undesirable dialogue which is heavy
with double-entendre. Her miraculous switch-over from emptyheaded infantilism to a mature
and wise acceptance of life and
living reminds one of the beforeand-after advertisements of patent
medicines. Producer William Perlberg has announced plans for a
series of Claudia pictures. Ah mel
There's always something!
Princess O'Rourke (Warner
Bros., Norman Krasna) might well
begin, "Once upon a time-." All
the elements of an age-old fairy
tale have been woven into this
amusing modern comedy. A new

note is achieved by reversing the
familiar Cinderella motif. Here it
is the proud princess who stoops
to wed the lowly commoner. It is
regrettable that what might otherwise have been ·a better-thanaverage comedy is marred by objectionable dialogue -dialogue
which is really unnecessary to the
logical development of the plot.
Since I've seen Let's Face It
(Paramount, Sidney Lanfield)
I've wondered just when this title
was chosen. Was it inspired by
clairvoyance or honest confession?
For-let's face it-this is a very
flimsy vehicle for Bob Hope. Let's
face it. This anemic version of the
Broadway comedy of the same
name is a dud. Phzzz and phtt, and
it's out! And high time, too.
I wonder, can a dud ever be
very loud? I was just about to say
that Best Foot Forward (M-G-M,
Edward Buzzell) , too, is a dud.
But this screen adaptation of
George Abbott's hit show is so
loud and so blatant that it might
be more accurate to say that it
reminds one of bursting a giantsize, inflated paper bag. Pop! And
what have you? Nothing! Precisely!
A hove Suspicion (M-G-M,
Richard Thorpe) is good melodrama. Based on Helen Mcinnis'
popular novel, it takes us back to
the uneasy days of the summer of
1939. Joan Crawford, Fred MacMurray, the late Conrad Veidt;
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and Basil Rathbone are the principals involved in this exciting
spy story.
Wintertime (2oth Century-Fox,
John Brohm) is worth seeing because it gives us an opportunity to
come under the spell of Sonja
Henie's breath-taking artistry.
The ice sequences are superb.
Isn't it time though to change the
pattern of Miss Henie's screen
vehicles? And wouldn't it be a
boon to all movie-goers if once

and for all time Cesar Romero's
union-suited game of hide and
seek could be consigned to oblivion?
In Old Oklahoma (Republic,
Albert Rogell) is· a good, oldfashioned western thriller full of
plots and counterplots and a generous share of knock-down-anddrag-out fist fights. Martha Scott
and John Wayne are the featured
players. Who would have expected
to me~t these stars in "horse opry"?

Anniversary
For me at -least, a city grows old too soon;
the wrinkles and the stoop come much too early;
and he who sees her painted face at noon
can almost hear beneath the burly-burly
the dull, destructive tread of death. I saw,
but I was deaf as many another unwise
enough to trail in adolescent awe
the night-lure of her artificial eyes.

Yes, we were wed, we two, the city and I;
so well, in fact, that I have ceased to wonder
lately of her with whom I often sat
at dusk just to see her blush and hear her sigh....
She must be there yet-that's her mournful thunder:
How far behind me I have left all that!
-JAROSLAV VAJDA

THE CRESSET staff joins in wish-

Our guest reviewers this month
ing all of our subscribers and are Alice R. Bensen (Taps for
friends the fullest blessings of Private Tussie and Hui-lan Koo ),
1944. Never before have we crossed Jessie Swanson (Corner of Heavthe threshold of a new year so en)., and L. L. Peters (The Turnconscious of the fact that the year bulls).
ahead will be one of destiny. We
are assured on the
THE CRESSET
highest authority
enters the new
that 1944 will
year with the
bring the victorhighest subscripious conclusion of
tion list in its histhe European war.
tory. To our subThere is, indeed,
scribers, old and
no consummation
new, we pledge
for which we more
our best efforts
devoutly hope.
during 1944-in
But the price that
the face of inwe shall be called
creasingly strinupon to pay for
gent paper rethat victory will
PROBLEMS
strictions, rising
be fearful in terms
production costs,
CONTRIBUTORS
of blood and suflabor shortages,
fering. We need a
FINAL NOTES
and other wardouble measure
time handicapsof divine strength
to maintain the
for the hard days
same high journthat lie ahead.
alistic standards

The
Editor's
Lamp

'"'
The subject of our major article
,.......

for which THE CREsSET has striven
in the past.

,.....
'"~

is altogether "timely" for the beginning of the new year. The author, Major R. T. Du Brau, is a
chaplain in the United States
Army, and is at present stationed
with our forces in Sicily. He is
well known for his contributions
to literary and religious journals.

Verse in this issue includes an
unusually interesting array of
shorter poems. Some of the poets
represented are already well
known to CREsSET readers. Several
others are making their first appearance in these pages.
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The Cresset
in 1944
will bring you
I. Timely and challenging articles
II. Reviews of the latest books
Ill. An analysis of current events

IV. Stimulating columnists
V. Selections of the best in Christian art
VI. Excursions into the world of music
VII. A survey of periodical literature

